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Reintroductions
Hannah! Evans

Nice to meet you,
What’s your name? What will it be today?
What do you want to show me
About yourself? Who are you
When I’m sitting here,
Across the table, in front of you?
Shake my hand,
And tell me who you are.
Shake my hand again. Tell me more.
I’d like to know when we get closer,
When parts of you turn and shift,
A sketch turned to drawing turned to
Holographic planetary mobile, rendered,
Spinning slowly, different facets
Catching the light.
I want to shake your hand each time
We reach a relationary benchmark:
Acquaintances, friends, close friends, best friends,
Name, full name, nickname,
No name needed, I know it’s you.
I want to shake your hand
Every time you tell me a secret.
I want to pinpoint each moment
You show me a new side.
Introduce yourself again,
And again, so I know you better.
Tell me your name.
Tell me your name once more.
What the hell should I call you?
Now, you’re everything.
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What Has Been
Hannah Rinehart

I loved her. I did not love her. I loved her homemade, wholegrain pancakes, her pillow-soft twin mattress, her original songs on
the piano, her height difference, her dark brown, twisted curls, and
her laugh. I did not love her; I no longer love her.
I wanted to love her forever.
I wanted to be in her company, but I did not want to replace
her boyfriend. I wanted to hold her in my arms, but I did not want to
kiss her. I wanted her to continue to love me. I wanted her to stay. I
did not want to stay.
I loved her, but only until our eighteenth birthdays. Only
thirteen years of love, and I stopped loving her. I no longer love her.
But I loved her.
I wanted to live and breathe in her basement, her bedroom,
her mother’s office where her guinea pigs lived. I loved everything
with her—I did not love her.
I loved her even though she never stayed. I loved her through
her late promises, her late hugs, her late love. I did not love her on
that day at the beach, sitting by myself on the ocean’s edge as the
water kissed my toes. I loved her as much as I loved our fading youth.
I loved her through tears, through sighs, through cries.
I loved her through prom, through dresses, through boyfriends,
through frantic belly-laughs on her living room floor.
I loved holding her hand.
I loved her. I grieved her.
I do not love her now.
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Plastic Horses, Wooden Trains

Alicia Method

I thought I would give him a tortoiseshell watch because when
we were kids, he loved this cartoon about a turtle, and he was obsessively early to each and every event he ever had to attend in his
young life. He took it from my sweaty hands with a little bit of consternation between his eyebrows and confusion next to his lips, so I
explained the gift and he grimaced. I knew he didn’t like it. I didn’t
mind because it is the thought that counts and there is always next
year.
His dark, almost black hair was scratching at his eyeballs in
little straight clumps as he put the watch back in its box and turned
around. His back was slightly hunched, as if his feet were tired and he
could no longer muster the energy to keep his spine erect.
“Do you want a hug?” I asked, not knowing how he would
answer but intending to give one despite any response to the contrary.
He turned around and grimaced again. I flew at him and gripped his
body in an embrace that should have, would have, shattered his ribs if
he hadn’t gotten so damn big this past fall. I stood straight and began
feeling his muscles. He laughed a little and started to move back. I
pressed my hands on the stomach that had begun inching forward
over his pants.
“You’re nice,” I said and picked up my green purse, ready to go.
“You’re nice,” he said and opened the door.
I walked through it.
Later in the evening we went to a show. It was a movie about
stars. Well, there was a car chase and a romantic scene, and someone
shot a gun a few times, but I still thought it was a movie about stars
because I saw them so often in the background of the scenes. Dan
disagreed. He said it was a movie about violence and love and how
they mix so often, too often. I shook my head, understanding what he
was saying and not, and ate my popcorn. It was buttery and made my
tongue soft. When we left, I fluttered my fingertips by his because I
felt it was the right thing to do. He shoved his fingertips in his
pockets.
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His pockets were made of this brown corduroy material. When
we got to the car, he put the corduroy jacket around my shoulders because it was chilly. I kept remembering his red raincoat that washed up
on the pond by Grammy’s house after Storm Alfred. Storm Alfred was
a gigantic rainstorm, big enough for a name, but not big enough to be
called a hurricane or tropical storm. Just like we were big enough to play
outside by ourselves but not big enough to be in my pink bedroom with
the door closed.
The day that Storm Alfred hit, Dan had taken off his red rain
jacket to prove he could walk through the forest without getting
scratched. But while he was out walking through the forest not getting
scratched, the rain came. I remembered standing by the pond, staring
at his jacket, getting wetter and wetter and wishing, for some reason,
that I had remembered to wear thicker socks that day. Eventually, I got
scared and ran inside and shivered and dripped all over the couch while
Grammy judged me over her yellow spectacles—but he wasn’t scared.
He showed up ten minutes later on the porch completely soaked, buck
naked without a scratch on him, smiling.
In the car, he put on soft jazz and drove slowly. I knew he had
changed because he used to drive fast to Death Cab for Cutie. Mom
always said that people change when they go to college. Her sister had
gone to school loving Jesus and come out not having gone to church in
two years. I didn’t care so much whether or not Dan still loved Jesus,
just so long as he still loved me.
“Wanna play something different?” I asked, holding on to the
brown corduroy pockets.
“Put on whatever you like,” he said, gesturing to the radio. I
reached my hand to the knob and closed my eyes. I heard Dan chuckle,
a deep babyish chuckle that sounded like beer and roasted nuts.
“Girl, you still doing that? You gotta get yourself an aux cord.”
“I like the surprise!” I insisted and started fiddling.
“You like not having to make decisions,” he countered in that
same beer-tinged voice.
The Paris Sisters’ dreamy voices suddenly filled up the car like a
fog. Station 106.3: top hits from the 60s and 70s.
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And when I’m away from you
I love how you miss me
I love the way you always treat me tenderly
But darling, most of all
I love how you love me
Every time Sherrel or Priscilla’s voice came on with “I love,” I saw
Dan’s shoulders tense up a mile high. I thought maybe he liked it. My
house was ten minutes away from the theater. We got back in eight. I was
through the front door holding an awkward goodbye before the credits
were over.
...
I thought I would give her a wallet with pink roses because she
loved collecting coins when we were little, and we used to play in her
aunt’s rose garden after a good rain. I knew she would love it, even before she opened her eyes, hidden playfully behind bangs with her hands
outstretched to receive the gift. I took those ten seconds to devour that
memory of her shoulders and knees, hunched on her bedroom floor at
twelve years old, laughing through the pain of her first period. It had been
a year since I had seen her last, another school year flown by, but when she
opened her berry brown eyes, I knew she was just the same.
“It’s perfect!” Kayleigh said, cradling the soft leather.
“You’re perfect,” I said, cradling my cotton hands in each other.
She laughed awkwardly, shaking her eyes behind the wisps of her
hair, and I opened my mouth as if I had anything good to say. I didn’t so I
sort of snorted and rocked on my heels. But then rocking on my heels led
to my heels breaking the frame of her favorite picture, a photograph of her
new boyfriend and her, and to too many apologies from me.
“I’m sorry Kayleigh,” I said. “How about we go on a walk?”
She told me the only reason I didn’t ask if she wanted to go on a
walk was because I was a man, and I told her the only reason she wouldn’t
was because she was afraid her new boyfriend would see us. After that she
opened the door like she wanted me to leave.
I walked through it.
Later in the evening we went to a puppet show. I’ve always thought
puppets were evil because Mom said ventriloquism was a sin and they
creeped me out, but Kayleigh liked them, so we went. While the puppets
were talking, I mocked them, making obscene faces. Kayleigh chuckled
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and hit my shoulder. I whisper-asked why she liked this sort of thing and
she told me she liked seeing reflections of a distorted reality. I thought that
was a tad dramatic for a puppet show so I shifted sullenly in my seat.
Afterward, I asked if she wanted to go out for coffee. She asked if
Mark, the new boyfriend, could join us. I told her yes, of course he could. I
didn’t like Mark, and not because I am protective of Kayleigh (I’ve known
her since she was three), or because I am supposedly jealous of other people who can make her laugh for more than five minutes (I held the record
at 4 and 32 seconds). I didn’t like him because he was smelly and too tall.
The whole time they were sitting next to each other, drinking bad
coffee, I kept staring at Kayleigh’s earrings. She was wearing these stupid
yellow duck earrings that popped out from her face like lasers. I remembered the first time she got her ears pierced; we were ten. Ten-year-old’s
nowadays aren’t supposed to go off by themselves for long periods of time,
but our parents were old-fashioned. We would careen on our bikes to the
ice scream store to the back of the library to the drug store parking lot,
racing and laughing and trying to best each other in one thing or the other.
We used to get naked together too. Not in a sexual way, in an utterly naïve,
let’s run around, garden of Eden sort of way. That all changed by the time
we were nine or ten.
Kayleigh decided she needed her ears pierced the first time we
entered Grace’s Knick-Knacks, a store that sold plants and jewelry and
candles. Grace’s Knick-Knacks went out of business in under a year. Grace
had earrings everywhere, up and down her ears, inside her nose, her
bellybutton—there were even rumors she had jewelry where no one could
see. The first time we stepped in, Kayleigh saw Grace and demanded an ear
piercing. I don’t know if Grace was certified or trained, but she ripped out
a kit and did it on the spot. Kayleigh’s ears bled and swelled intermittently
for a week, but she had her earrings. Kayleigh always liked copying people,
taking herself from the characters who popped up on our horizons.
In the car on the way home, we dropped Mark off at his house. He
asked Kayleigh if she wanted to go in with him. She said no. After he left, I
asked if they had had a fight. She looked at me like I was crazy.
“What?” I asked.
“Dan were you just at the coffee shop, or was that some kind of
astral projection?”
“I wasn’t really listening, sorry. You guys seemed happy together.”
“He told me I was the worst kisser he’s ever been with. And that he’s
thinking about moving to California.”
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I was silent for a moment, breathing through her anger.
“Well, I guess that’s not gonna last.”
“No shit.”
I knew she had changed when she cursed because she never used
to swear. Instead, she would make up silly nonsense words and use them as
placeholders for the things she didn’t dare voice.
What the foojiggle
Holy Shmarsh
I thought maybe, since we got older, we’d both really been only using silly
placeholders instead of saying the things we thought.
“At least he was honest,” I said.
When we reached our block, we sat on the curb by her driveway
instead of going inside. There was a light on in the house across the street.
The lit-up room had pink wallpaper and papier- mâché butterflies stuck to
the ceiling and door. There were two kids playing on the bed by the window, a boy and a girl. The girl was lifting purple, plastic horses in a cantering motion, the boy was laughing. Finally, he picked up a wooden train
and slammed the heavy machinery against the horse. The girl, agitated,
punched him on the shoulder. Immediately, their childish yells were ringing muted in our ears.
Kayleigh thought it was endearing. I thought it was ridiculous.
“I remember when we used to roughhouse like that,” I said, my
breath pouring into the wind like cigarette smoke.
“I remember when we used to talk,” she retorted, “Really talk.”
“I sort of preferred it when there were plastic horses and trains. I
knew what to say to you better.”
Kayleigh was silent. I knew she was thinking about bikes and earrings and rainstorms and the days when we didn’t care so much about what
to say as long as we said it.
“Next year, I’ll bring you a train,” she said.
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To San Diego, California,
From Statesville, North Carolina

Katelyn Oglesby

I haven’t seen it in six months—
the place that gave me my name,
that taught me honesty,
integrity, gave me my heart,
and gave me my walls.
I haven’t driven up that long stretch of road,
where I would pump up the gas a little
over the speed limit as I drove home,
haven’t driven up the hill and turned
right at the third street up to the dead-end
lane my house made its home on.
I haven’t seen those trees that
called me their own, the place under
rocks in the yard where I buried dead fish,
where I dug up roots and planted
my own, haven’t seen the birds
we used to name walk along
our ramshackle wall from the star pines
to the olive tree.
I haven’t seen the places on the walls
that my four-year-old hand used
to tear up, haven’t seen the pink paint
of my bathroom or the plastic stars
on my bedroom ceiling that used to
glow in the dark or the photos in the
hallway to the garage, that hall of memories,
the shrine to my childhood.
I haven’t peered through the half-circle
window to our cars in the driveway below
and haven’t seen my neighbors smile and wave
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and bid us good day on the streets
that I used to play hopscotch on,
and ride my bike down, and run along
to get the mail because I was barefoot
and didn’t want to land on something sharp.
I haven’t seen it in six months,
the place that made me a person,
the place that took my heart and
spit me out and told me I was
something then nothing then something again.
I don’t miss the way the trees would
shake in the wind and the embers
would light up the ground and
our photographs would tilt
and the floors would move and we’d
all stand in the doorway waiting for it
to pass, but I miss
the community of those moments,
phone calls tethering us together,
are you okay? was that an earthquake?
are you evacuating for the fire?
It was those moments,
fear gripping me and holding me
captive, that I’d feel alive.
I haven’t seen it in six months,
the city that gave me life,
the house that gave me home.
For all the resentment it gave me,
it gave me love too.
It gave me a best friend turned sister,
heartbreak turned lesson,
truth and meaning
and tears and scraped knees
and funerals and warmth,
so much warmth that it washes away
all the things that ever made me want
to leave.
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I celebrate Christmas in my new house
and think how the light switches click
differently than the ones I used to know
and the stairs are steeper and I’ve never
had a bedroom on the first floor,
never had to drive twenty minutes
to get out of a rural neighborhood
and to a store,
never had trees this tall looming
over the backyard and sometimes
I miss our old pomegranate tree because that one
didn’t dwarf me so much,
didn’t make me feel so impossibly small.
This place may be my house, but
it doesn’t feel like home yet.
It hasn’t chewed me up and spit me
out so it doesn’t feel like it’s made
of my bones yet.
I think I left a piece of myself on Eclipse Road,
think I must have buried my heart
in the ground under
the floorboards and
in the walls.
Now, I’m fragmented,
a third of me left in San Diego,
a third in Gettysburg,
walking from Apple to the library
to Glat to the fourth floor of Breidenbaugh,
and the final third of me in small-town
North Carolina, trying to figure out
how to tie all my strings together
until I no longer feel so divided,
until a house in a place I didn’t know existed last April
can feel a little more like a home.
But this Christmas, we sit on the couch we had
at our old house, just the three of us,
my mom, my dad, and me,
15

and I think that maybe it isn’t the places
we live in that make a home,
that I can still have all those pieces
of me spread apart and be at home in
each of them uniquely,
that this new place can be home
even if it didn’t build me.
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On my Sickbed to Reverend Brilliance from
My Autumn Garden (698)

Original Author: Dr. Chen Bo-Yu (Chen Zi-Ang, 659-700)
Translator: Rivolia Chen Xiao-Yu
The day expands to the distance within a dark and reticent solitude
As the garden in the greenwood becomes more tranquil.
I have been reclining on my sickbed where I am exhausted and sorrowful
And I seat myself alone playing my jade zither.
The vast emotion that lives for eternity is in my breast
As infirmity lingers on my flesh and grieving lingers in my heart —
Constant agonies lodge inside me, and how much
I have been distracted by them, as if something were lost. —
I have been yearning for the start of my voyage with the rain lord
As well as my ascendance to the hallowed realm within white clouds,
All mundane glories and humiliations have departed from me
And I have been in my hermitage, in an undisturbed peace.
Paintings and books are lying across my couch
The mist from the mountains and rivers fills my chamber,
Such are the constant yearnings within my heart
And in these scenes approaches the end of my life.
You hear my soliloquy and share my devotions
Within your monastery of the dharma,
On this night in the profundity of autumn
When the chilly wind is blowing.
Original Chinese Text:
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Going Back to the Roots
Alyssa C. Zabala

She uncrosses her legs, places her palms onto the mahogany
table, presses her lips together. After thoughtful consideration, she
responds with certainty: “No.”
He sighs, turning to the divorce lawyer, desperate for any sort
of comfort or compromise.
Nothing.
A blank expression paints the lawyer’s face. He appears baffled
as he struggles to comprehend the situation in front of him and how
these two individuals were married for such a significant amount of
time.
Surrounded by outdated encyclopedias and consumed by ‘70’s
wood wall paneling, the man stares at the divorce lawyer’s degrees. He
smirks, deeming these degrees as useless, evident by the lack of help
the lawyer sitting across from him and his soon-to-be ex-wife has provided.
He clears his throat, “Alright then, another no. Except this time,
it’s a “no” to co-parenting, making decisions together, which, by the
way, would promote stability and consistency. I’m not sure what you
want. We’ve been going at this—at each other—for weeks now and
have made no progress.”
Her eyes narrow. “I’ve already told you what I want: I want
the absolute best for Ethan. I feel that I will make the best decisions
for him without any influence—disappointment and disagreeing—from you. For instance, he needs to be consuming at least four
protein-packed meals a day. Nothing less. This is what I want.” The
patience in her tone slowly crawls away, leaving only isolated anger
within her speech.
He throws his hands up. “That’s absurd! He would not be able
to handle that amount of nutrition!” When he sets his hands down
again on the table, his watch snags his shirt, drawing the woman’s eyes
to his Hawaiian shirt.
Watching his watch snag the shirt evokes her numerous, and
previously forgotten, memories associated with his Hawaiian shirts: the
day they first met, their first date, even their wedding. The emphasis on
18
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his shirts began to fade after so many years of marriage, becoming
normal to her, yet this snagging movement floods her with nostalgia.
It’s one of his defining features—that and his notorious Seiko watch
he constantly wears. It’s what drew her to him. When she first saw him, she
noticed his Hawaiian shirt and knew she immediately had to ask about it;
she was curious as to why he presented himself in such a summer aesthetic
during an October wedding. “For irony!” he explained to her. It made her
laugh. This led to a whole night of conversing and laughing, and eventually a first date. During their first interaction, she noticed that he twists the
bottom button of the shirt when he is anxious, as he did throughout their
entire conversation when they first met, and as he is doing right now.
She responds, “Fine, what do you propose instead? And I can
assure you that Ethan will not be living at your house. There is not nearly
enough light in those rooms, all those north-facing windows, which would
deprive him of necessary light. He needs light—good light.”
“North-facing windows are not the end of the world! He would still
thrive living with me. He needs to live with me; he must be watched constantly—he’s so young! He’s too delicate to be left alone, even for the smallest amount of time.”
“But he must live a little! He can’t be constantly coddled!” she
shouts at him.
He sits there, contemplating. It’s difficult tracing back how they
developed so much animosity from so much love. Six years of marriage,
rooting back to their first conversation at a mutual friend’s wedding. He
remembers first seeing her; he remembers how she looked: a pale pink
bridesmaid’s dress with her brunette hair straightened and her bangs
clipped to the side. He remembers being too afraid, too shy, too anxious to
go up and talk to her, but it didn’t matter as she approached him first. He
remembers never wanting their conversation to end. After hours of talking,
he finally asked her out on a date—his best decision he has ever made to
this day, even despite the current chaos and hostility between them.
He decided their first date should involve a cliché “date night”
event. He thought she would enjoy it—not authentically, but ironically. He
picked one where they plant succulents. It was one of those cheap succulents; it probably didn’t cost the organizer more than fifteen cents for each
succulent, despite the tickets costing $27 each. Once it was planted in its
terracotta pot, they decided to name the plant, wanting to pick a human
name. On the night they met, they’d laughed about couples who named
inanimate objects, agreeing that the funniest ones were with human names.
Irony had always been something that had made them both laugh. “I feel
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like our plant is a boy, we need to pick out a boy’s name.” He agreed with
her, it felt right—the whole date felt right.
The succulent stayed on their windowsill above the sink for all six
years of their marriage.
He subtlty grins, tears forming in the corner of his eyes. He forgot
how much he missed their inside jokes. He hears his name from the divorce lawyer and snaps back to reality. “I’m sorry, what did you say?”
The lawyer sighs. “Do you have any other requests?”
“No, not that I can think of.”
“Okay, what about you?” The lawyer turns to the soon-to-be exwife.
She considers the question, contemplating her response.
She obviously has other requests; this is an important subject to her
that she is not taking lightly. She glances over to her child, sitting there in
the gentle sun’s glow. His short, thin hair stands up, almost as if he’s cold
despite the warmth of the rays. The sun illuminates him, revealing his
many small sunspots, all which resulted from too much exposure from his
continuous basking. He has an olive-green undertone that contrasts with
what he’s wearing: bright green, which is an indication of his healthiness,
his liveliness. He branches out, stretching towards her—towards them. This
is all she wants.
Her glance falls back to her soon-to-be ex-husband’s hands as he
continues to anxiously play with his shirt’s button. There’s softness in his
eyes. He appears defeated and vulnerable; his eyebags display his exhaustion. She feels it too.
Is this worth it?
Her silence lingers over all of them as they are all unsure of what
obscene requests will be next. Finally, she responds, “I have nothing else.”
This shocks the man and the divorce lawyer—even the woman herself.
The man and woman both turn to face each other, displaying their
exhaustion and frustration in their eyes. Then, they both turn to face
their child, Ethan: the succulent they planted together on their first date.
They are both desperately fighting to cling onto the last remainder of their
love—a physical reminder of what they once shared for six years.
Maybe their love isn’t dead after all.
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Where once a garden grew
Noelle G. Muni

Where once a floral garden grew is now a den of weeds.
I pruned their petals one by one with unrelenting speed.
These verdant weeds now fertilized by petals in the peat,
through cracked grey dirt came crawling forth the stinging nettle leaf.
Fighting ‘gainst my sharpened shears one petal had remained
But with a reckless final cut it found itself betrayed.
Where once that youthful garden grew that petal still remains,
the final plush and vibrant flame now strangled by the haze.
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Changing Seasons
Sophia A. Kenny

Every morning I march by the tree.
I beam, its beauty is a dream.
It captivates me pre-class.
Looks as if it’s on fire,
the flames falling
to cool grass.
She withered away.
I didn’t cry; it’s only nature.
Fall is completed,
leaves must drop,
like the fallen soldiers beneath it.
She’s more barren than before—
I can’t look anymore.
Her skinny arms,
waving weightless in the wind,
reach out to me.
Her small smile,
chapped lips cracking like tree bark
scratch and kiss my head.
Her own fiery spirit has shriveled
like the flaming leaves at her feet.
There is no disease,
just the course of nature
I almost didn’t realize
the rapid change.
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My grandma,
disintegrating so briskly.
Cheeks caving like leaves when crunched.
Her fall risk high when her body is rotten.
Winter knocks on our front entryway.
I won’t open it—
but there’s a
draft below the door.
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Trees with Veins
Hannah! Evans

Can something be considered alive, real, if it won’t breathe with you,
bleed with you, be with you?
|
In the dream I don’t tell anyone about, I break it all up, I mess
up everything. I run through my chances. I cut down all the bridges.
And then I find my way to an imagined forest and desperately
try to find some sense that I’m not alone. I look into leafy thickets,
searching for faces; I run my eyes across the distance, the wavering
greens and browns and patches of light. I run my fingers gently over
the ridges and broken-up roughness of the bark on each tree I pass. It
feels familiar.
|
Sometimes people say things about forests to freak each other
out. They like to say that even when you’re alone in a forest, you’re not
really alone; you’re always surrounded by life, from the thousands of
miniscule microbes, insects, crawling creatures, to the endless variety of animals who hide in boroughs and thickets and nests and high
places in the branches, watching, to the plants which spring up everywhere and make up almost everything.
It’s easy to forget all this when you’re actually in the woods,
though. It’s easy to see the forest as a location and not a living, growing thing. It’s easy to ignore what you don’t see, and even what you do.
It’s easy to convince yourself that the only living things that
matter—the only ones that have any real weight—are only to be found
in cities and suburbia.
It’s easy to find yourself questioning whether these insects and
animals and trees, these inhuman parts of nature, can even be considered alive, real.
If they’re not going to breathe with you, bleed with you, be
with you, then how do you know they’re alive, real, there?
If something isn’t there, how do you know if it’s there?
Above all, when you feel alone, it’s easy to keep feeling alone.
|
The blurry exposition of this dream is that I go to the forest
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to shake off whatever it was that was troubling me. I can never remember quite what, but I go anyway, to find myself outside of where I was. ‘A
change of scenery’ seems on-the-nose, but not inaccurate. I seek a distance
which will give me relief and clarity.
But then I walk and walk for miles, farther, and deeper, and slower as time catches up, and I find that it’s not working. Nothing’s working.
Being here only highlights what isn’t. I’m dissatisfied, and what is there to
do, but wander more, dig my heels deeper into the soft ground littered with
leaf decay.
There’s no other fix, no solution right now. So I walk, so I stand
in front of redwoods and tulip poplars and stare, as if they could become
something else, as if my act of looking could do such a thing, as if it might
happen any second if I look away.
|
When you’re in a dream like this, you have to figure out how to end
it. You have to figure out how to get to some moral, some meaning, or you
have to do something to break it all up.
|
You take hold of the large, dull ax which is now in your hands. Take
a deep breath, face the great and massive oak in front of you. In a strong,
practiced motion, though you’ve never practiced this in your waking life,
heave this ax into the air, and then bring it down in a perfect arc, which
ends with a destructive crunch. Splinter away, and it only takes three or
four of these to reveal the beating insides of the tree. Peel and scratch open
the edges with your fingernails, then take a step back.
Now, you’re here, now you see the pumping blood, oxidizing to red
when it hits the air. Now you see the veins which stretch and pull through
the entirety of the tree, through each of the trees surrounding you, for
miles and miles around, everywhere. Now you see reflection: beating
heart bare to the world, opened up and left that way.
|
The axe falls to the ground with a physical thump, and you just turn
and walk away.
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Bed

Jacob Krebs
The leaves crack,
crinkle with every crush.
I stomp on them
to prolong the present,
only for the wind
to thrust me
into a bed
of blooming flowers.
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A Garden of My Own
Alexi J. Ralston
Each day as I walked home from the bus stop
in second grade, the old woman who lived next door
was outside tending to her flowers, the blues and whites
and melon-pinks bringing to life the monotonous
stretch of clipped lawns down our quiet street.
She must have caught me staring, for one day,
she offered to help me start a garden of my own.
With my mother’s approval, a blue perennial
was purchased and we broke ground on the front
lawn, peeling away the perfect sod to unearth
dark brown soil underneath, messier than I thought
it would be. My nails filled with dirt as we packed
the flower’s delicate roots snugly into the ground,
my elderly neighbor instructing me to be careful
as we worked, but the work soon grew tiring.
I restlessly awaited the final step, filling the old yellow
watering can in the kitchen sink and letting
the water spill wildly from the spout, drenching
my small blue flowers until the soil turned black.
I did everything right, just as I had been told.
I prayed for my flowers to mark our boring
green lawn with bright bursts of baby blue,
proof that I had claim over this grass—
I had planted roots on this house that only
I could keep alive. But as the weeks went on,
I wondered why the old woman’s plants
grew happily while my small garden began
to sag and shrink, blue petals with brown edges
covering our lawn like old confetti while the party
blazed brightly in the garden next door.
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My Shoes Are Wet
Hannah! Evans

My arms weep, my skies ache, my brow furrows at the sight of it. How
could I
Become like this, here, now, after all, after the work I’ve done?
I need to smell the water of a creek. I need its memory. I need to
laugh and flutter along. I need to watch the sun glance off the surface
of the water. I need to cry, and stand tall, and clench my hands, and
stomp my fist, and tell, not the world, but this thing which I can’t
touch,
You don’t have me. You can’t stop me forever. Today—but not tomorrow. I stand on the bridge and look out over the little landscape, small
ecosystem; here, a place of nature, somewhere to belong. I trudge with
carefully placed steps around the bridge and to the stream’s edge, and
make my hands dirty in the water. I am not the typical me. How do I
accept this self, too? I move to stand in the water, in the middle. The
halfway point. The flow of it.
The water’s warm. I feel it through my sneakers, as it curves around
each one. People pass, as they do. They don’t see me down here. I’m
the troll of this bridge! I love it. I leave a secret note of thanks tucked
up in the curved metal of the bridge’s underside.
How would I explain this? (I’ll have to).
Been kinda having a down day, had a down moment, and now
I am standing in the creek.
I was upset and I wrote a poem and I wrote about being in the
creek, so I had to hop into the creek.
My shoes are incredibly wet because I got in the creek be		
cause I was sad.
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Logical progression? I don’t know. I hope people wonder, though. Now I’m
dancing. Now I’m good. Send creek pics. Get into it.
My shoes are wet. The wind breezes the leaves, the leaves are so green, and
I’m here. My dress is beautiful today. I get depressed, I’m saying it, I’m
saying sometimes. I’ll give it a name, I’ll give it a moment, but just a moment. The sky’s too bright for more, and I’m in the creek. I’m a little choked
up, but not crying. This is just a moment. This is just a ‘me,’ and I love her.
My socks are soaked. I’m still here. I’m everywhere. This is a self I can
believe in. This is a ‘me’ whose hand I can take, gently, and lead to salvation. Or peace. I believe in the ‘me’ who can do this. This is a project. This
is a process of the soul. This is not “never.” This is “not yet.” This is my own
self-fulfilling prophecy. I wrote this as it happened.
I spot a crayfish. A gasp: childlike, unrehearsed. A little miracle. A little
beauty, a little something special. Extraordinary experience. Damp shoes,
I don’t take them off. I walk back home, up the carpeted steps. Faint footprints mark where I’ve been. The hardest part is over, and returning soon,
and I’m ready. I know. My shoes are wet. I’m taking the creek with me.
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Landscaping

Raquel A. Delgado
Ninety couldn’t understand humanity for the life of her.
The most obvious example as to why was their use of beds for
sleeping. Sure, she’d understand if they only used them for naps, but
nope. She had to spend her eight hours of interrupted sleep on a rickety amalgamation of foam and springs. And she had to rely on herself
to get up! The fact that some planets didn’t even have stasis sleep was
inconvenient.
She could’ve used stronger words than inconvenient, but she
didn’t want to talk down to her host.
“It could be a lot worse.” Jackie laughed, cracking open a can
of Sprite at an hour way too late for a human to be needing its effects.
“You could be sleeping on the dirt.”
Ninety’s wings shuddered at the thought. They were already
tattered as it was. She could only imagine what a planet covered in
rocks would do to them.
The guest room wasn’t completely pitch black. There was a machine on top of the ceiling that regularly flashed red. The window was
open to the land-road, and Ninety could hear the roar of the land-cars
making their way across them. The wallpaper was cream, the type of
white that, even in a room that has no light, still manages to make
itself brighter. It was one of the strangest things that she’d ever experienced, being alone with the white.
Sometime in the tossing and turning and trying not to think
about the white, Ninety fell asleep. It wasn’t a perfect sleep, but it was
the best sleep she was going to manage for a while.
...
Ninety couldn’t leave Jackie’s apartment. This was clear just
from a glance; no one would take a look at a near six-foot tall beetle
person the night after a small meteor crashed in the local park and not
immediately call the cops. Therefore, she was tasked to keep put until
Jackie got back from her desk job. It was probably gonna be boring
as all hell, but if it meant Ninety was gonna be okay, it was gonna be
worth it.
It wasn’t all boring, though. Ninety’s favorite part of her new
home were the paintings that littered the walls. She didn’t think that
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organic art would look that good. Heck, she didn’t think she’d see organic
art in person at all. It always seemed to her like a relic of a bygone era, only
seen on the digital pages of the Galactica Curricula—and even then, only
on the first few pages as a notebook on pre-federation history. That was
the biggest flaw with the Galactic Federation; they were so consumed with
their future that they had a tendency to overlook the past.
Her favorite was a landscape painting, though Ninety wasn’t sure
that the cascading waterfall pictured was anywhere near this urbanized
patch of land. If her ship wasn’t broken, she’d probably take the time to look
for that waterfall herself, instead of just looking at the painting on the wall.
But the painting provided its own sort of beauty to it.
If she squinted in just the right way, she could see the pigments
clump together, and form their own landscapes on the canvas. It was two
works of art at once; the depiction and the craftsmanship. And, in the
hours in the house that she spent alone, hoping desperately that no
one on the highway could see the strange creature through the pull-down
curtains of the apartment, it felt like the only thing on Earth that would
give her comfort.
...
Ninety gave Jackie a spare translator over her lunch; it was unfair
that she was kind enough to keep her in her house without anything in
return. The least she could give her was someone to talk to.
Jackie fiddled around with the brooch the translator was being held
in while Ninety formally introduced herself. Her face grew puzzled.
“Yo, is this thing broken?”
Ninety blushed as much as someone with a carapace could. “Oh
god, these things aren’t supposed to break so soon! I’m so sorry, am I just
speaking gibberish right now?”
Jackie chuckled nervously, the sight of a weird beetle alien fervently
apologizing being the weirdest thing she saw all week. “If you were speaking gibberish, I wouldn’t have been able to hear you apologizing. It’s just
that when you say your name, it just comes out as numbers. Is that normal?”
Ninety breathed a sigh of relief. “Oh, that. When my planet first
joined the Galactic Federation, we were never able to come to a consensus on how to translate our names. The G.F. decided that as a placeholder,
they’d translate names literally, and they just come out as numbers.
It stuck after a while.”
“...Weird.” The little kitchen fell silent for a moment, before Jackie
tried to jumpstart the conversation again. “Makes me wonder what sort
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of hell the G.F. is having collecting all the languages on Earth and putting
them in the translaty thing.”
“They’re just doing that as a precaution. Once Earth joins it, they’re
gonna pick a language and they’re gonna stick with it.”
Jackie scoffed. “What would a Galactic government want with this
hellhole? We’re all probably gonna die before we join.”
Ninety made a double take at the comment. “What?”
“How much do you know about Earth?”
“As much as I’ve learned from my scouting missions. We’re trying
to find out whether or not Earth’s worthy to join the Galactic Federa-”
“And it won’t. We’re probably gonna be thrust into Nuclear War,
and if we don’t, we’ll die from climate change. Everyone’s gonna die in ten
years, and nothing of value will be lost.”
Ninety’s heart broke. “That’s not true! There are a lot of things on
Earth that are cool!”
“Name one.”
“I mean, Earth’s the only place in the Galaxy with physical art left.”
Jackie paused, almost shocked at Ninety’s words. “What do you
mean?”
“I mean, the paintings across your walls. They’re some of the best
art that I’ve ever seen.”
“Then you must’ve seen some pretty shitty art. Why would these be
seen as the reason why Earth should be saved? Why would anyone think
they’re anything else but mediocre pieces of trash?”
“So why do you have them? You must like them a little bit for them
to be hung up everywhere.”
Jackie couldn’t think of a response that didn’t make her seem like a
hypocrite. The conversation ended there, and Jackie left the table with her
food in her hand.
...
Ninety wasn’t going to sleep anyway, so why wouldn’t she investigate the commotion downstairs?
Jackie had a picture of a babbling brook on her TV, and an easel
with blotches of paint scattered around it. Ninety could almost see the
smoke coming out of her head as she tried to put her brush to the paper.
Yet she wasn’t moving. She didn’t even notice her coming down the stairs.
Jackie sighed. She picked up the canvas and tossed it to the side.
Ninety got a chance to pick it up.
The sky was cotton candy colored, and cut through the bottom was
a river. Touching it, the paint had dried, and was able to feel the texture of
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the river. From what little was there, it looked beautiful.
“It’s wonderful.”
When she looked up from the painting, Jackie was red as a beet.
“It’s not that wonderful. It’s not like you’d see this thing in a museum.”
“Did you make the ones around the house?”
“Shut up.”
“I mean it, they’re really great! How do you even make these?”
“It’s not even that hard, stop making a big deal out of this.” Jackie
realized she was yelling, and tried to quiet down before continuing. “You
haven’t seen any other paintings, of course you think this junk’s a masterpiece.”
Ninety sighed. “They’re not junk. They’re special.” She paused. “This
is exactly why I think Earth’s worth saving.”
“Not like the Mona Lisa or anything?” She remembered. “You...
know what the Mona Lisa is.”
“What I do know is that there’s nothing like this anywhere else in
the universe. And I think that...”
Ninety looked at Jackie in her eyes. She looked like any word wasn’t
going to be enough to improve the painting in her eye. She looked like
every word of praise was going to be followed with a ‘but’. She tried something else instead.
“I want you to teach me.”
Jackie looked shocked; more shocked than when she got the compliments. “Me?”
“Yeah. These are gorgeous, and I wanna learn how to make these
when I get home. Can you teach me?”
Jackie looked to the side, conflicted. “I’m sure there’re better people
that you can learn from.”
“You said it yourself. Earth might not be long for this world.” Ninety sighed. “But if painting was to survive, if painting is the one thing Earth’s
remembered for, I’d like for your name to be right beside it in the history
books.”
Jackie couldn’t believe her. “But why me?”
Ninety smiled. “Because you’re the one that found me.”
Jackie didn’t know what to say. She shifted in her spot on the couch
before sighing. “One lesson, okay? And if it isn’t good, you can quit anytime.”
Ninety beamed. “It’s okay. It’s gonna be worth it.”
...
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Ninety still couldn’t sleep that night. A combination of the bed, excitement for her lesson and the passing cars kept her awake for longer than
she thought was necessary. Jackie was right, in a sense. There was a lot that
was just plain annoying about Earth.
But, holding the unfinished river by her bedside at least gave her a
little peace. The planet wasn’t all bad. She could make this place a home.
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Mausoleum

Laken J. Franchetti
“Turn around, and keep your eyes closed shut, for if the Gorgon,
Medusa, does appear, and you
see her, you would never be able to return upward.”
- Dante Alighieri
A broken vow twisted the hairs
that once lied atop my head.
No longer am I a noble savage,
for as I become the wretch they see me as,
he is merely allowed to roam free.
Having disgraced what once a sacred temple,
shame is what I brought upon the gods.
That shame rewarded me with venom,
coursing through the veins that lie beneath scales,
my era of malevolence begun.
Never given a say before indicted
by the goddess of the council,
I am left to persecute those who dare disturb—
those who dare enter—
the island of my exile.
Over the course of one day, I was undone.
Not my fault the pure vow was broken,
he took me while I turned frozen.
Now I live carelessly among a museum of haunts,
statues serving as
my everlasting reminder
that what once was never will be
and what will be is set in stone.
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For eternity, trapped in this tomb of souls
who failed to return upward,
with dusty gravel spread upon the ground
and remnants of those who tried to flee,
my collection of what will never be.
Now any man who wish to see me—
tongue gnashing and gaze piercing—
will realize the mistake
with little time left,
their body yielding with a last breath.
A new addition to my collection,
caught snaking through the exhibits!
Your indictment comes swift,
stopping the cries protruding from the mouth,
locking the joints as the arms raise,
the rise of your chest concedes
as the heart surrenders to the stone.
Herein lies the curse of Medusa.
Welcome to my mausoleum.
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A Creature, Bathed in Marigold
Archer A. Castle

A creature, bathed in marigold. The dappled sun did shine
Upon its fur, its flaming hair, a colored scene divine.
Its dress was stilted, foreign, so far gone from what I knew
That I was thoughtless in the face of fabrics flecked with rue.
It gazed across a flaxen field, so still within the air
That just my breath might catch on wind and speak that I was there.
A moment, thus idealized in straw and light and gold
That I was awed to merely have the privilege to behold.
It looked at me- surprise, for I believed that I was hid!
It turned, and thus I panic, I know this is all forbid.
This kind of seeing, imaging, these frames within the mind
Are not allowed, are yoked by shame, are lost and undefined.
My cheeks, they rose, I turn and run, my damnéd feet do fail
And I am locked stock-still in this idyllic side of hell.
This cursed eladrin, fairy-formed, and dreamed as vision pure
Approaches me, arms, vines, outstretched, and goes to touch the mirr’r.
I fast recoil, avert my eyes from this demanding sight
That reaches, wild, insidious, through dawn and day and night.
I find myself alone, and breathe, and sink into the floor
And close my eyes until it’s dead—the creature breathes no more.
I then return and see the face that’s chained to baser form.
The simple creature, anchored here, and well within the norm.
He looks, and looks, and looks, until by might of dull routine
The razor scrapes and cuts in vain to fix his chin unclean.
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A Heart

Andrew B. Casher
The rosy fingers of the dawn,
Odorous flowers, prancing fawn,
I sit and smell the gentle air,
Sat upon the dewy lawn.
Where oh where have you taken my heart?
I wake from dreams with a start,
And in a frame, I see it there:
A heart enflamed, a work of art.
Paint it with a red-soaked brush,
Trace it with a hint of blush,
Come alive and love for thee,
The one I hold who crushes me.
Juices run within my brain,
I feel a warmth once again,
A soft embrace and soothing tone,
I feel your love without refrain.
Against your bosom I lay to rest,
Slumber pulling at my chest,
I know with day there must come night,
Sleeping, we are breast to breast.
With hands like God, you make my world,
With milk and honey, gifts a-hurled,
Give me time to smith my words,
And with poesy returns my love, unfurled!
11/8/2021
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Maxine

Noelle G. Muni
Maxine picked nervously at her nail beds as she approached
the Spicella Spanish Kitchen. Looking down at them, she thought she
should’ve painted them, or at least not bitten them all off. Too late
now though.
She pulled back the heavy door and walked in, the familiar
smell of fresh tortillas and peppers overwhelming the room. It was
her favorite restaurant, the kind of place where the meal takes ages
to make but you know it’ll be damn good. It would be, at least, if you
were able to eat in peace and not on a shitty blind date you didn’t want
to go on with Matt, whoever that is. Maxine looked down at her wristwatch. 7:02. He was supposed to be here at seven, but there was no
sign of him. Maxine honestly hoped he wouldn’t show up. Harper was
the one who set the whole thing up, anyway. She panned the room,
maybe he was here already and had chosen to wait inside. A few of the
tables were occupied by families, one with a couple chowing down on
a plate of empanadas, but none of them occupied by a lone man. She
approached the young waitress who stood staring down at the screen
on the host stand.
“Hey, I-”
“One moment please.” The waitress, who upon closer inspection was visibly frustrated, furiously tapped the screen, “this stupid
thing isn’t working again. Give me a second.” She grumbled and
disappeared into the kitchen. Maxine, quite honestly, wasn’t sure what
to do. Was she supposed to stand right there or was that too intimidating? She didn’t think it was, but she was kind of tall. She took a step
back and pulled out her phone, opening her text chat with Harper.
She typed out a message, her thumb hovering over the send button.
When’re you going out tonight?
She waited for a moment, and finally pressed down. No little
text bubbles appeared, she tucked her phone back into her bag. She
could see a small fridge behind the stand. It was lined with an assortment of glass bottled “Jarritos” that shimmered as the light shone
through them, casting an array of colored waves of light. Maxine
gazed at the purple light for a moment, watching it ripple against
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the tiles as the ambient music of the restaurant became muffled by her
thoughts. It reminded her of the glow of the huge purple sign that shone
against the brick walls of the Electric. She could still see Harper dancing
beneath that sign.
…
“We’re not even inside yet, you can hardly hear the music.” Maxine
tried not to smile as Harper flailed around in a strange series of movements
she insisted was dancing but appeared to Maxine to be more of a universal
sign for distress.
“Max, the music is inside me! I am one…” she paused dramatically, looking around before lowering her voice to say, “with the song.” She
giggled and resumed her dance, the sparkled pattern of her dress glistening
in the purple neon cast onto the sidewalk from above. Maxine would have
found this unbearably annoying from anyone else, but Harper just had this
something about her. Maybe it had to do with the purple lighting, or that
the muffled song playing inside the bar was actually pretty good, who really
knows? All she knew was that instead of being an asshole, she just smiled
and shook her head.
…
Harper was probably out for the night by now. Maxine checked
her watch. 7:05. If he was going to be a no-show, this whole thing would
be extra pathetic. She thought about having to sit there for the rest of the
night, either alone or with her date who apparently had no propensity for
punctuality, and made up her mind. “Whatever. I’m getting out of here.”
Maxine pushed open the heavy doors and stepped out onto the
sidewalk, her boots clicking on the pavement. She adjusted the grocery
bag she held on her shoulder; she’d started using it in place of a purse for
convenience sake. It wasn’t one of those shitty plastic bags, it was a themed
reusable one, the kind they make you pay a little extra for so you could believe you’re saving the planet. She wasn’t really sure when she got it; things
like that just sort of appear eventually.
The sun just dipped down over the horizon, shining a warm light
over the street. A few blocks from the Spicella Spanish Kitchen the sidewalk curved around a large, grassy hill. It led up to a good spot where you
could look out over the whole city and see everything. As her skirt brushed
against the hill’s collection of wildflowers she could imagine the last time
she’d visited.
...
Harper’s golden hair was practically glowing. Maxine embarrassingly couldn’t help but think that she looked like an angel. Harper was
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fiddling with a small bundle of various wildflowers she had collected
throughout the walk: blue ones, purple ones, yellow ones of course. She
took hold of Maxine’s hand and gently placed the delicate flowers in it. She
smiled up at her, “Hand picked just for you.”
Maxine could feel the warmth spreading across her face. She fingered through them, selecting a small pink blossom from the bunch. She
carefully tucked it behind Harper’s ear.
“Am I beautiful now?” Harper asked, batting her eyelashes playfully.
“You were beautiful without it,” Maxine grew red hearing her own
words. She could not believe she said that.
…
As she walked closer and closer to the apartment, her heart was
nearly beating out of her chest. What if Harper’s there in the apartment
sitting on the couch and when I walk in we make eye contact and she sees
the time and knows I didn’t meet him and looks at me disgusted and thinks
I’m a horrible, horrible person and never wants to see me again. She mulled
over the thought for a while, picking at her lip nervously. Before she could
make a break for it, her boots brought her to the door of the apartment
building.
The lobby was freezing, as usual. There was no reason for the air
conditioning to be on, it wasn’t even hot outside. Warm, sure, but hot? Not
at all. She grumbled to herself and shivered slightly as she waited for the elevator. Ding. “Thank god,” she sighed with relief when the shaft was empty.
She pressed the grimy little button labeled “3” and waited for the doors to
close, shredding her lip all the while. The apartment door was right across
from the elevator. There was no time for mental preparation. If Harper
were inside sitting on the couch—which was, admittedly, extremely unlikely—Maxine would simply have to combust on the spot to avoid the inevitable conversation. It was the only reasonable option. Fortunately, though,
the apartment was empty, all of its lights dark.
“Harper?” she called out to the dark room. No answer. She wasn’t
sure whether she was relieved or disappointed.
She threw open the door to her room, flopping down onto her still
unmade bed careful to leave her feet dangling off the edge as she pushed
her shoes off by the heels. She checked her phone again. Still no message
from Harper. For the next hour or so she mindlessly scrolled, thirty second
clips cutting through the brief silence between swipes. Eventually, though,
something drew her eye to the floor. It was her best dress, green with a tie
in the middle and a wide neckline that gently draped tulip sleeves over the
shoulders. Harper had wanted her to wear it tonight.
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...
“Oh Max!” she had cried out pulling it from the closet, “You have to
wear this! Matt is going to absolutely die when he sees you in it.”
Maxine was spread out lazily on the bed in a ratty, oversized Vampire Weekend t-shirt, shoveling popcorn in her mouth, her hair thrown up
in a mess of tight, dark curls. With her mouth still full she slightly lifted her
head, “who even is this Matt guy?”
“He’s a good guy, he’s in my philosophy class and he always makes
these witty comments. I feel like you two could bounce off of each other,
get a good rapport going. Granted, he’s not as much of an ass as you are.”
Harper’s smug little smirk seeped into her words.
“I pride myself on believing nobody is.”
“Yeah, yeah. Max, we have lived together for over a year and I have
never once heard you speak one word about a guy. You need to get some!
Live a little! I know if I waited for you to put yourself out there I would die
before it happened so be grateful I did the legwork for you. Now get excited
cause you’re going to have a great time in this dress,” She laid the dress on
the bed, satisfied with her choice, “I want to see the final product before I
leave! You’ll thank me!” With that she left the room, closing the door gently
behind her.
Maxine was wholly unimpressed with this “Matt” who she still
didn’t know anything about aside from the fact that he was (1) a man
and (2) witty in philosophy class. Neither sounded interesting. She sat up
and took the dress up into her hands. The thought of putting on her best
clothes to impress some guy made her lips curl in disgust. Maxine rolled
her eyes and yelled out after her. “I’ll go out, but I’m not wearing this!”
…
She grabbed the dress and rushed into the bathroom. With a couple
products and a near breakdown she managed to tame her hair, tidy the uneven wings of her eyeliner, and slide into the dress, carefully ensuring that
both sides of the bow were exactly right. She adjusted the front pieces of
her hair, “A little to the left, no that’s too far. More to the right. Ah, whatever.”
It had been over an hour. Still no text from Harper. She grabbed her
keys from the kitchen counter and headed out. Now, to the Electric. Harper
loved that place and it was a Friday night. If Maxine was going to find her
anywhere, it would be on that dance floor. She contemplated waiting for a
cab. No, there was no time. She began walking, practically running, toward
downtown. Maybe the guy who sold her that grocery bag had it right, she
really was saving the planet, one unused cab at a time. The walk wasn’t as
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bad as she remembered, and before long she could see the giant purple
sign.
“She’s gotta be here,” she muttered to herself, sliding into the doorway. The floor was vibrating, dim lighting broken up by flashes of neon.
Maxine agonized for a moment before heading deeper inside. She made
her way to the bar, elbowing her way past some assholes taking up all the
stools. She propped herself up on the counter to better survey the crowd.
She poured over every face in the room at least a hundred times, and each
time none of them were hers.
“Get out of the way! I’m tryna get a drink!” Maxine shot a glare in
the direction of the complaint, but hesitantly obliged and swatted her way
out of the crowd. It didn’t make any sense; it’d been months since Harper hadn’t spent a weekend either at home or here. Maxine thought about
going home and waiting for Harper there, but she knew that she would lose
her nerve. She thought about trying the surrounding storefronts. It was a
long shot, sure, but she was running out of options. There were restaurants,
a psychic, shops. On the far corner was the Quick Fare.
...
She remembered the night a couple months ago. It was the early
hours of the morning, neon and moonlight illuminating the street. Harper
had been dancing all night and ditched her shoes a couple hours earlier.
Maxine, who spent most of the evening idling on the far wall, was enlisted
to guard the heels with her life. Luckily, there were no attempted thefts so
she was able to avoid lethal combat. Harper came scurrying out the exit
and ran up to Maxine.
“If I may,” Maxine knelt, holding one of the heels up.
“It would be your pleasure,” she laughed as Maxine slipped the
shoe onto her foot and offered her the second. “Did you have a good night,
Max?”
“Yeah, I think so.” She stood up, dusting off her knees and adjusting
her dress. “Going out like this isn’t really my thing.”
“Let’s try your thing.”
Maxine questioned her sincerity, but her genuine excitement was
reassuring. “Well…” she paused. “Okay.”
Harper wrapped her hands around Maxine’s arm laughing. “The
night is young!”
Maxine’s smile made her cheeks sore as they walked arm in arm to
the Quick Fare.
“Your thing is going to the grocery store?” She teased.
“It’s part of the process.”
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They roamed the aisles, selecting whatever their hearts desired. A
couple bags of chips, some cookies, the like. They checked out, the overworked cashier offering them a reusable grocery bag for a small fee. The
woman behind them in line complimented the way their dresses looked
together on the way out. Maxine couldn’t help but agree.
They found themselves up on the hill over the city sitting on the
scratchy blanket Maxine usually brought with her. It was small, so they laid
close together, looking up into the sky. “I usually just come out here and
think for a while.” She paused. “I don’t know if that’s stupid.”
“Stupid?! It’s incredible! I can’t believe you’ve never brought me
here before. Look at all this!” Harper reached up toward the sky, pointing
out patterns and twinkling lights Maxine had never seen before. She looked
over at Harper, seeing all the little freckles dotting her cheeks that she had
never noticed.
“Me neither.”
...
Maxine headed straight for the hill. The moonlight was enough to
see by, her boots retracing her well trodden path until she reached the top.
There she saw a scratchy blanket stretched out over the grass and a swath of
blonde curls spread across it. She must’ve heard Maxine coming, since she
propped herself up on her arm and faced her. Harper scooted over, making
space on the blanket. Maxine blushed, totally speechless. “Come sit, Max.
It’s beautiful out.”
Maxine obliged, taking the seat carved for her on the corner of the
blanket. “Why’re you up here?”
“I ran into Matt and he asked me where you were, and I figured you
really only run off to one place. Plus, like I said, it’s a really nice night.”
“I’m sorry—”
“No, no, don’t apologize. I should’ve known you wouldn’t like being
set up like that, I guess I just thought you could use some help putting
yourself out there, you know? You’re a gem, Max. Anyone would be lucky
to get to know you as well as I do. I hate to see you alone.”
Maxine thought her heart was going to beat out of her chest. “Alright, I just need to tell you this straight out, and I know that it could ruin
everything, or maybe it won’t, but I just have to say it.”
Drawing her eyebrows together, worry spread across Harper’s face
as she sat up. She took Maxine’s hand up into her own. “What’s going on?”
Maxine clasped her hand around Harper’s and closed her eyes.
After a deep breath, she responded shakily, “I—” she physically pushed the
words from her mouth, “I love you.”
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Harper sighed with relief. “Why would that ruin things? We’re best
friends, of course I love you.”
“Right,” Maxine pulled her hand away, worried it was too clammy
as her heart pounded in her throat. “I guess I was just overthinking it.”
“Don’t worry too much, Max.” Harper offered a reassuring smile.
“Let’s just lay here for a while.” They both laid back on the blanket, shoulders gently pressed against each other. Her pulse beat against her skin, and
she felt her ribs threaten to close in. Of course, Maxine chuckled softly, of
course I love you.
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Vita & Virginia

Olivia Groft
Sex.

Everyone today is obsessed with sex.
Monogamous
heterosexual
sex.
How bland!
The same repetitive motion,
like sawing back and forth—
How can a woman ever be satisfied?
Men are the gatekeepers of the human existence.
Politics,
academics,
work
have all been kept from women by men.
They have locked me away from the world.
But they will not keep my pleasure.
They cannot keep the secrets we tell each other in our bed.
They cannot keep her desire as she reaches for me,
pulling me closer.
I will drown myself in her
before I let men dictate my life.
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Comets

Ericka Gardner
I was saved from a sinking ship
over coffee. The ice from my cup
sent shivers down my spine like
wind breaking through a poorly insulated jacket.
Caffeine jitters weaned in your presence,
woodchips crunched beneath our feet, and
the slick rubber of swings seated us. Our eyes
met, uncertain. Do you see the bright yellow star in the sky?
That’s Venus. Now, look at the moon not yet full, but
red and beautiful and bloody.
I was in awe of your knowledge and
of the sky so different from my home
where light becomes a blanket that stifles the stars.
In the warmth of your laughter, I gained the courage
to throw in the towel, to peel back the blanket suffocating me.
I was ready to end the endless cycle of
hot tears burning my cheeks and
forgiveness that weighs
like a grudge. As the moon waxes and wanes, I let go
of what I wanted to hold on to and
what I thought wanted to hold on to me all the same.
Neither of us, in that moment, planned the fate we fell into,
heavy and weightless at the same time.
Do you see those three stars all in a row?
That’s Orion’s Belt.
See that cluster there? The Seven Sisters?
Next is the Big Dipper. Then, a large coffee cup
overflowing with smiles wider than the ocean that is
filled with conversations we have yet to dive deep
and discover. Desire pulses red the way Mars looks from Earth.
A shooting star flashes and fades, and I think
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of how quickly love can fizzle and burn itself away.
We started out with different people,
two comets flying through the galaxy, happy to collide
and forming something new.
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Simply an Infatuation

Franchesca Amor A. Aguilar
There she was, again. Sitting on the white-tiled floor—the
same floor they occupied almost every day. The walls were still covered in pictures; the same pictures that seemed to stare her down. She
didn’t want to see those. Why did she do this?
“Why don’t you just tell me the truth, Elliot? What’s on your
mind?” she whispered, scared that if she spoke any louder it would
break the delicate silence that surrounded them. The chatter from the
hallway ceased and the only thing left was the broken silence.
“The truth, Liz?” he questioned. “You. You’re on my mind.
And I can’t seem to get you out of my head, no matter how hard I try
to. That’s what’s on my mind.”
Liz tucked her face between her hands, her hair brushing
against her shoulders and falling onto her lap. With her eyes closed,
she hid a wave of emotions. It felt like everything was crashing down
on her, that gravity increased in that small space she occupied. She
couldn’t look at him anymore, afraid that she’d reveal too much with
one glance.
“Me? I’m sorry. I’m sorry for ever coming into your life like
this.” She sighed.
“No. Stop. You’re an absolute blessing to have in my life, Liz.”
Am I, really? she wondered. Lifting her head only the slightest,
Liz watched Elliot from in between her fingers. His thick black hair
framed his forehead—messy curls that she wanted to run her fingers
through instead of holding her own pitiful face. Liz let go of her face
and began tracing imaginary figures into the sky. She felt anxious.
“I wouldn’t lie about that, Liz,” he said, looking down at his
hands. He was shifting too, restless like Liz. “I know my words are
already worthless to you, I’ve already hurt you enough to know that.”
“You’re just so confusing, Elliot! I don’t know what you want
from me,” she whisperyelled in frustration. “You obviously already
know how I feel.”
He can’t look her in the eye. He always told her that her eyes
were a beautiful shade of oak brown.
“What do you think, then? What’s on your mind?”
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feel.”

She paused. “I feel like I’m some second option to you. That’s what I

“Wha—” Elliot tried to interject, but Liz didn’t let him.
“No, let me finish. You’re the one that’s in a relationship, Elliot. A
relationship! What am I supposed to think? That I’m just some plaything
for you while you leave your girlfriend at home, wondering what you’re
doing? What am I to you? You don’t know how many times I’ve questioned
my self-worth… how many times I’ve tried to hate you, Elliot. But I can’t.
That’s the thing. I can’t.”
Elliot took a deep breath. He noticed everything about Liz: how her
features became more defined as she become more upset, and the quick
flutter of her fingers. His eyes flicker around the room to anything but her.
“Just hate me, Liz. I’m not good for you.”
“You don’t know that.”
Her eyes flitter away from him, away from the pictures that scatter
his walls. Alexis. On his desk. Alexis. By his bed. Liz can’t escape her existence. Yet, she still comes back to him every day. She’s upset at herself for
being jealous of Alexis being up on his walls because she has no right to be.
I’m just another girl for him, right? she thought.
“All the times I’ve tried… I manage to forgive you in every scenario,” she continued, her voice shaking. “Don’t even tell me to hate you. I’ve
sat in my room for hours, wondering why I keep coming back. Why don’t I
just move on with my life, and forget this whole thing happened.”
Looking up momentarily, Liz caught his gaze. His bare face was
exposed: his hood was down, and his glasses were off. The face she knew
all too well, the one that she couldn’t seem to get out of her head. The slight
stubble that lined his chin that always brushed against her cheek. His sharp
nose that’d always bump into hers, left right up down center. His eyes that
has seen all of her, with their long thick lashes that always brush against his
glasses leaving dirty streaks whenever he cried.
“When Alexis was here this weekend, I tried to break it off you
know. I tried three times Liz—three times! Why am I still in this mess?”
“You have to have enough respect for yourself and for her to end
things officially. I did that with my… person. Because I like you enough to
actually do something about it, I actually respect Charlette to tell her the
truth. I’m actually a decent person Elliot, how about you? What do you
know about respect?”
Her teeth ground against each other, stressing her jaw. She wasn’t
used to speaking so negatively about him because she often cracked a joke
instead of addressing the serious problems in the relationship, friendship—
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whatever it was.
“You’re right. Maybe I am just a dick, like what your sister said
about me. A worthless human being, that’s what I am. I’m just a terrible
person in general, Liz.”
She wanted to tell him he’s wrong. No matter what kind of pain
he put her through, she appreciated him. She liked him. She liked him so
much. And she hated it.
“Liz, I can’t keep hurting you. I can’t just keep acting like it’s okay
to hurt you like I do. I’ve tried to forget you, but every time I see you, my
mindset changes again. Seeing you that night? In your red dress? Gosh, I
was at a loss for words—you were so beautiful. Every thought of me forgetting you vanished in an instant.
“Whenever you told me that this whole thing was just an ‘infatuation’ and that I’d forget about it, that I’d just forget you and go back to
Alexis, I now keep thinking back to it. Your words loom over me, Liz.
Infatuation. This ‘infatuation’ led me to almost end a relationship with
someone at home, this ‘infatuation’ led me to tell her everything about my
feelings for you. You said it would fade away, but quite frankly, it’s not.”
Her mouth opened but then closed again. She wanted to say something to him but didn’t know what to say. The boy was always observing
Liz, always wanted to know what was on her mind, what she liked, what
made her smile. He wouldn’t put that much effort if he didn’t at least
care, Liz, she thought to herself.
“I’m sorry,” she apologized, for lack of anything else to say.
“What! Don’t be sorry!” he quickly responded. He felt like the culprit here. “I just want to make this better.”
“Just… do what makes you happy, Elliot.”
“What makes me happy, Liz?”
“How am I supposed to know that? You’re so hard to read,” Liz
explained, ruffling through her hair again. She couldn’t quite grasp why he
was doing all of this: was it for entertainment? was he just playing around?
did he really love Alexis? does he do this to everyone?
“I don’t know what to do, Liz…”
“Me neither, Elliot. You already know my answer.”
It was always hard for her to read him. With his fun and quirky personality, she knew she was eventually going to fall for him. Like the good
friends they were, Liz and Elliot were used to spending almost every hour
with each other doing something silly like dancing or playing video
games. Sweet and charming, Liz couldn’t help but feel attracted to Elliot despite him having a girlfriend. She knew it was forbidden and kept the secret
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to herself. She hid every fluttering heartbeat and every wave of “infatuation.” Every instance of her liking him was concealed, until that one night
she realized she couldn’t anymore.
...
“Liz…” Elliot dragged out her name, sitting slumped in his chair.
“Elliot…” Liz piped back.
It was another Saturday night, and, as per usual, Elliot was drunk,
and Liz was his sober guardian. Covered in sweat and beer, she had a
165-pound man leaning against her petite frame once again on a weekend.
Her bare shoulders shivered as he planted his drunken face in her neck.
“Let’s get you to bed, buddy,” Liz said, trying to lift the man up with
her thin arms. He was fighting against her.
“I’m not tired,” he said, trying to bring her back down to him. His
arms wrapped around her waist like a snake curling around its prey, and
she was trapped beneath his strong grip.
“Come on Elliot, it’s almost 3 a.m. I know you’re tired,” Liz responded to his lie.
“No, stay,” he whined. “I’m sorry I can’t always be there for you
Liz… you deserve the world. I know you get sad because of home, because
of Charlette, and I don’t ever want you to be sad again. Tell me how you
feel.”
“Tell you how I feel? About what?”
“Anything.”
Liz started to talk about everything on her mind, from her day to
the things that happened in the frat to her moments with Charlette. She
continued to ramble on until Elliot interrupted her.
“Hey, hey, hey,” his voice reached her ears and she was pulled out of
her thoughts.
“Huh?”
“Stop talking.” His hands found their way to her cheeks, cupping
her face and positioning it directly in front of his. His eyes lingered on her
lips, and he inched closer and closer. “Stop talking or else, or else I’ll do
something weird.”
His lips grazed over her lips. A small gasp escaped her mouth. Her
heartbeat sped up and she gripped the back of his shirt.
“Elliot... Hey, what’re you doing?” Liz’s voice was faint—she knew
that she should move away but couldn’t bring herself to do it. He won’t remember this Liz; a little kiss wouldn’t hurt anyone right? she thought. She
felt horrible but couldn’t bring herself to pull away.
“Shut up Liz.” Elliot’s lips were suddenly on hers, pressing onto her
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lips innocently.
Liz’s eyes widened, and her mouth remained limp against his.
The pressure on her body increased, enough to wake her up and gain the
strength to finally push him off.
“Oh, whoa, okay, it’s time for bed now,” Liz sputtered out. Her
breath was shaky. “Get up now Elliot.” She stared at the man she considered
her best friend and hoped that he would never remember this night.
“Oh god...” Elliot began to break down in tears. “I’m so sorry I
ruined our friendship, oh god, I always mess up everything. Please, please
don’t tell Alexis... Oh god, I’m so sorry I’m so sorry.”
Liz sighed. “Come on big guy. Don’t worry about it.” Guilt wormed
its way to her gut. “Let’s just get you to bed, please.” She felt hopeless. He sat
there, holding his face in his hands looking defeated. Both parties wished
for something they couldn’t have.
“Oh, Liz…” Elliot began, but Liz stopped him mid-sentence. She
lifted his body up, placing his arms around her shoulders and maneuvered
her way to his bed until he was safely planted. He curled up in a ball, hiding away under his covers. “I’m so sorry… Liz, you can go. Just leave me
here.”
“You’re crazy if you think I’ll just leave you here like this. You’re not
okay, so I’m not leaving you alone,” Liz stated firmly. They both promised
each other to never leave the other at just “okay”—it had to be “okay” and a
little more than that. Are they like that now? she pondered.
Liz brought herself out of her thoughts and stared at the present-Elliot. Broken and not the same Elliot she knew last semester, his once striking eyes were now lifeless—like her own. Staring at him, she realized they
were never going to be the same, that this incident would loom over them
for the rest of the semester. A mere infatuation… was it really one though?
Liz thought to herself. She’d never get to find out.
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Simply Put

Aly Leia Wein
Isn’t it beautiful
When we can love someone
For exactly who they are
What they are
Where they are
Without any pretenses or expectations
When we can admire their broken wings
Their untethered souls
Their anxious hearts
And wrap their worries up in our arms
And say
I love you not in spite
Not despite
But because of all you are
And all you ever will be
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Still Life

Emma Wylam
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Kitty

Deirdre M. Sullivan
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Pit Stop Along the Highway to Hell
Katherine Mangione
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A Tribute to Woody Guthrie
Deirdre M. Sullivan
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Big Red

Deirdre M. Sullivan
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The Great Blue Heron

Brett Anderson
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Land Legs

Brett Anderson
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March 28th, 2020
Brett Anderson
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Lighting is Everything
Katherine Mangione
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The Power of Thought
Katherine Mangione
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Wandering in Gold
Katherine Mangione
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Field of Dreams

Katherine Mangione
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A Girl and Her Horse
Katherine Mangione
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“Up to No Good”

Katherine Mangione
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Dove in Mourning
Brett Anderson
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Home

Brett Anderson
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Mild Cures for Mild Depressions
Hannnah! Evans

1. Two sips of Mocha, at least.
2. The Rocky Horror Picture Show’s “Time Warp”, or any rockin’ song
that reminds you of friends and/or dancing.
3. Striding across campus in a long, flowing detective/badass/mysterious/Judd Nelson jacket with your dad’s recently appropriated button-down underneath.
4. Stompy boots and fast walking, especially over terrains that would
be unpleasant in just your Vans.
5. A friend who runs across campus to deliver cookies that another friend made for you. You know they were offering to make these
cookies for people; you remember when they asked if you’d like them
to make you some. In that moment, you sort of hadn’t believed that
it would ever happen; but, here, it did. Here are the cookies in your
hands. So, you’re surprised and heart-warmed.
6. Someone writing your name on a plastic bag how you prefer it to be
written.
7. Discovering that you’re better friends with someone than you
thought.
8. Arriving at your destination on time, prepared.
9. Saying cool and insightful things in class.
10. Having rolled-up sleeves and feeling, once again, like a badass
twenty-something eighties icon.
11. Drinking coffee all throughout class.
12. Getting away with it.
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13. While walking to dinner, your friend says you look mysterious.
14. Saying “Thank you for the compliment.” Saying “Thank you for the
cookies.”
15. Witnessing your friends’ smiles.
16. Catching yourself already in the middle of a smile.
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In October

Marco J. Sanchez
when I can finally drench
my lungs in cold air,
I close my eyes,
let my memories fester,
and drag myself right back
to the nicotine breeze that
denotes my grief and
traps me again and again
in the fenced courtyard
of my favorite hospital.
Our smoke break is over,
and the loony tunes march
single-file through the gates.
It’s just one football field
sized hallway lined with
our open bedroom doors
and a help desk for
our every inconvenience.
I think the walls were blue,
but in my memory, let me
believe they’re yellow because…
because I like little golden flowers.
After dinner, I give my fork
back to the nurse, well
he’s not a nurse, the real
nurse comes to check
my weight and reap my
blood every morning.
Anyways,
my bestie Daisy, with her
cute little buck teeth and
her thick black glasses,
waits with me for our desserts.
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She gets her special
pills with applesauce, and
all I get is salt.
800 milligrams of it.
To close off our nights
from long days of group
therapy and resentful
technicians and ignorant
doctors and aimless walking,
they let us watch TV.
Alright, deal me in. I wanna
play rummy, wait no,
let’s play war. Do you
hear all that? Up on
the flatscreen, it’s the godforsaken president asking
for four more years. “Who
to vote for?” all my
fellow patients ask.
I’m brown.
My pops was deported.
Who do you think I voted for?
I didn’t.
None of us did.
The ward didn’t allow us.
And why care,
doesn’t the president know
that my lover died.
He drowned.
Shh, whisper his name,
Mar Mar. Ah yes,
and before bed, we would
dream of the tiny house we
were going to build once we
reached paradise. Our garden
was to be filled with all
our favorite flowers,
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cempasúchiles1 and white lilies
and hibiscuses and
dandelions.
And we were right next to the sea,
his namesake, and we’d finally
feel the warmth of each other’s
hands, and dance.
That dream is still real somewhere
in the recesses of my fickle heart.
They told me, as I assume
they tell everyone, that
“sometimes, people attach
themselves to the voices
in their head and need
to learn to let go.”
They’re right, no? No. No.
They’re wrong. You’re wrong.
I’m wrong?
You’re wrong. You’re wrong. You’re wrong.
Mar Mar, who is that in the mirror?
Mar Mar?
Say it, please,
say it to me always.
Te amo,2 Julio3
I can’t hear you.
Friend, I can’t hear you.
I can’t feel you. I can’t hear
anything. Don’t touch me.
I can’t feel anything.
I said don’t touch me.
Get your needles out of me.
I can’t cry. I can’t
cry. Mar Mar,
brain is filled with
static. I’m begging,
1
2
3
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Spanish for Marigolds, flowers traditionally used for the Day of the Dead
I love you
Hispanic Name but also the Spanish word for July
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don’t touch me. My
brain is filled with salt.
There they were again.
Those mean men in black suits.
Arguing, mocking me with
their status, with their
fame, with their money,
with their freedom.
Bad Men.
Just like you.
No, No.
I’m good. I swear it.
Why not open your eyes?
There is no need to keep living
in that nightmare.
I wince. I lack control
as my body jerks,
and I stomp my right foot
over and over with increasing
violence.
Hands clasped around my head.
I can’t open my eyes.
I can’t. I can’t.
What if I see
a spooky ghoul?
I focus on the quiver
of my breath, on
the movement of my
tummy in and out.
My imaginary big brother
affirms that I’m strong,
that I can do it all.
I fabricated him,
my hoax of a brother.
I always wanted
more siblings, and
I made him look
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like the man I’d
like to be
once I’m done
growing up.
He helps me feel
safe,
and so, I finally
open my eyes.
It’s annoying to
always be afraid,
to be walking with
countless broken pieces.
Shards rattling
everytime I fall,
never letting the
gashes in my brain
fully heal.
Back when I was July, and you
were my Sea, the world had a
cliffside, an edge where you
peered off and disappeared.
And, I’ve yet to fully reappear.
I’m a crazy person.
I can say that; You, reader, can not.
But call me Legion,
for we are many.
I breathe the chilly
fall air one last time
and waddle back home.
In my nightly hallucinations,
when I get filled with the worst
images and screaming sirens
and an unimaginable dread,
I no longer ask to be shot like a rabid dog.
I pray.
I put myself on
a little red boat and drift
away on synthetic waves.
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It would be easy to lose,
to drown again and again,
but I dream of
tomorrow.
That’s something we crave to see.
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Thought

Madison R. Sidle

The blue darkness of my bedroom ceiling becomes a crowd,
and I feel myself exposed by familiar eyes of characters in my past
whose fictional lips whisper remembrance in my ear,
repeating stories that grab my insides with invisible hands
and squeeze until the pressure makes my heart race and my vision
blur.
I want to sleep but my mind associates these feelings with a different
scene,
and so the memory pulls forth another burst of embarrassment,
sitting behind a wooden desk, my head against my palm
the teacher’s gaze falls on mine and my ideas are requested,
unprepared for the attention I fumble through my words,
steam pools in my cheeks and burns them red.
I force that memory away and another slips into its place.
Thought is cruel because it is ever present.
It exists in silence, teasing me in the dead hours of a day.
It exists in the noise, as I unpack my lunch in the high school cafeteria.
Thought gestures to my peers,
who must be watching you, it says,
so I leave my meal untouched and hide my face behind my phone
instead.
Thought can also turn against itself,
like the state revolting against their king.
No one is watching me, I reply,
pushing reason over emotion as I sit down to eat.
No one remembers that, I think,
until Thought quiets down and lets me sleep.
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Isn’t This What You Wanted?

Sophia A. Kenny

The stench of my hair burning fills my nostrils, it smells like
popcorn. If I close my eyes I can see the kernels bouncing on the
glass, slamming against each other, trying to break free. I am used
to the pain. The zap of hair removal doesn’t make me flinch, doesn’t
make me tear up like getting my eyebrows threaded. This is faster, one
zap, and it’s like the hair lining my lip was never there. The feeling has
been likened to that of snapping a rubber band on your skin. Shocking. Even more so when you can’t see it coming. Over my eyes lay a
washcloth, blinding me from the laser—the goal is to lose your body
hair, not your eyesight.
After her last zap, my mom would pat my leg. “You’re done,”
she would say; and I could practically hear the smile on her face.
There’s something about mothers of daughters, they find pleasure in
the relationship between beauty and pain.
Moving the washcloth off of my face, I open my eyes. Slowly
my eyes adjust to the yellow light and her familiar popcorn ceiling appears. I sit up and look at her. Depending on who you ask, we do not
look alike. We both have the same midnight black hair, but there is
more contrast on my skin. While my skin has always been somewhat
pale, she has skin the color of her favorite latte. Our hair color stands
out on my skin, ready to take center stage.
It’s an old wives’ tale that if you have heartburn during pregnancy, your baby will be born with a full head of hair. My mom’s chest
must have been a furnace throughout her pregnancy because I was
born with a head full of black hair. Maybe this contrast was beautiful
on my head as a baby—before it started growing in all the wrong places.
In a fifth-grade classroom, I sat across from a boy with curly
blonde hair and a rambunctious personality. The room was filled with
other elementary schoolboys, and I was one of the only girls, if not the
only one. The blonde boy stared at me one day, really examining me.
He looked me up and down, dissecting my soul and what makes me
tick.
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“Why do you have a mustache?”
He said it so plainly as if he had asked me where my shirt was from,
why I had a ham and cheese sandwich for lunch. These had simple answers,
Gap Kids, and because my dad likes them. How does an eleven-year-old
girl answer why she has a mustache? Does she explain genetics to him?
That every girl has a bit of fuzz on their upper lip if you look close enough?
I don’t know what she says, I don’t know what I say.
All I know is the feeling of my stomach on the floor. How I feel like
my cat, with a hairball stuck in her throat. My chest lit up as if it were on
fire. The boy looks back at me, a grin plastered on his face as if he had told
me I was pretty. I did not need to give him a biology lesson, the gleam in
his eyes made it clear to me that he did not care. He just wanted to see the
look on my face, confidence zapped from my expression. He wanted me to
feel like a freak.
I was in eighth grade when I had my first “boyfriend.” It was truly
nothing, just excitement over the fact that someone could like you. A mutual friend was performing in a play at her new school, which seemed like
the perfect time to visit her. My dad volunteered reluctantly to drive us in
his Lincoln. Being middle schoolers, we both invited our best friends. It
was a very exciting day, I was practically jumping for joy in my seat as my
friends piled in one after another onto the leather seats.
My best friend sat in the passenger seat, politely allowing me to sit
next to the boyfriend. He sat wedged between me and his best friend, so,
unfortunately, I was practically alone. While the boys chatted and laughed
next to me, my best friend and I passed our phones back and forth,
showing each other Instagram posts we thought were funny.
She reached her arm back towards me, her pink painted nails
rubbing against my shaved knee. My boyfriend looked at her, and his
eyes darted to his best friend. His eyes had that dissecting gleam in them,
choosing his words haphazardly. He said her name, calling her attention to
the backseat, where he stared at her, ready to unleash his joke.
“You have gorilla arms.”
So plainly said, just like the boy in fifth grade. My boyfriend looked
to his best friend for approval, and the two of them laughed at her expense.
She probably yelled at him, but it’s hard to remember. I felt his words
sting as if they were pointed to me, and I looked down at my arms. Are
they hairy? I asked myself, rubbing my fingers against the thin hairs that
sprouted above my skin, like crops just after planting season. I felt my face
ignite in flames. I bit my lip as the argument and biology lesson ended, and
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pulled down my sleeves.
I’ve never been to a circus Freakshow, the ones that utilize animal
cruelty and “othering” to make a quick buck. But I’ve heard enough stories
to know about the Famous Bearded Lady. Guests flock to gaze at her and
her facial hair as they munch happily on popcorn. After dehumanizing and
belittling her, the guests go on to the next exhibit. They may forget her, but
their words will be etched into her DNA like the genes that gave her hair.
If this was the attention my average body hair got, I couldn’t even fathom
how much worse it could be. I found myself happy that I wasn’t the Bearded Lady. Hoping I would never be a freak.
My sophomore year of high school, I invited my friend, Jen, over to
my house to dye my hair. The two of us scurried to the nearest pharmacy
and cased the entire hair care aisle looking for the perfect dye. Settling on
hot pink, I grabbed two boxes. We walked back to my house after checking
out, a soundtrack of nervous giggles about how my hair would turn out
narrating the journey.
The two of us sat on my carpet as she painted my hair with bleach.
Drops fell onto my dirty blue carpet, but I didn’t mind, I enjoyed the
mess as long as I could control my hair. This is the opposite of the laser, I
thought, but its purpose was the same. They alter hair, they make you
prettier and cooler. No man could make fun of my femininity if I was the
standard they created. After my head was painted in chemicals I had to sit
and wait for it to burn the color from my hair off. My scalp itched for what
seemed like hours, burned like the popcorn on my lip. After it was
finished I got in the shower and washed it away, leaving my hair a brassy
yellow. My hair felt like straw between my fingertips. It looked like how I
felt after being made fun of, completely stripped. Next, she smothered my
yellow hair with pink dye, saturating each strand. After the allotted time,
I stood in the shower and watched the remainder of the pink dye travel
down the drain. So easily removed from my situation, like it didn’t want to
be involved with my hair.
At some point in my junior year of high school, clumps of hair
swirled around the shower drain. Unlike the stream of pink dye, I felt a
lump in my throat when the pink wads stared back up at me in horror. You
would think, as my hair started to thin, I would do everything in my power
to save it. But I kept dyeing it, as the pink would always fade. The more
chemicals I covered in my hair, the weaker the strands became.
Is it possible for hair dye to seep into your brain? I think the pink
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dye found its way in and took hold. The pink hair was my personality,
something that made me stand out, made me feel more like me. Some
people recognized me for the hair, and I would get compliments throughout the day over its hue. Some were positive, a girl on the street passing by
with a sincere, “I like your hair!” I’d always reply with a compliment back,
something about her shoes, or her hair if it was also dyed. At times, it’s nice
to stand out. When you’re a shy high school student who looks like everyone else, for example.
But having the color of a Sharpie highlighter on your head can
invoke strange men to prey on you. I was taking a summer class at Baruch
College right after I dyed my hair, and I sat outside reading The Handmaid’s Tale as I munched on my salad for lunch. It was a peaceful day,
early summer. Not too hot, but the sunlight was the perfect addition to the
afternoon.
A thirty-something-year-old man walked up the street towards me
and sat down.
“What are you reading?” he asked. I didn’t reply, hoping he was
talking to someone else. I flipped the page. “I’m talking to you, pink hair,”
he said, louder this time. I then looked up at him, and then around, to see
if anyone else was around the outdoor seating area. I answered his question
and went back to my book, hoping that was it.
“How old are you?” He asked. What I say is fifteen. I wanted to add,
half your age afterward but decided against it.
“What’s your name?” He asked. That’s unimportant, so I stop answering. He gets pissed off at this point and gets in my face. “Don’t be such
a bitch, princess. Your boyfriend must be a real lucky guy.”
He said that last bit with some venom and left, but for the rest of
the day, I was looking over my shoulder, waiting for him to recognize me.
My natural black hair acts as a mask, a disguise, allowing me to slip
into the background anywhere I go. It’s near impossible to stand out when
you look like everyone else. But bright pink hair? That gets your attention
as if there were a beard on my chin. But society sees this as positive attention. Stares are okay when they fit the standard. Hair is okay when it’s on
your scalp. Regardless of what I do—fit the standard, rebel against it—it
seems that I will always be stared at. My hair never ceases to be a topic of
conversation.
The clumps started to come out naturally, but I started to tear them
out too. It started as innocently twirling my hair in A.P. U.S. History, a tool
to concentrate as I listened to the teacher. Pink strands littered the floor
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under my seat, enough to make a wig. Soon my hands reached up to comb
through my hair, and as I pulled down, my fingers caught little knots, tangles, inconsistencies to nice hair. I pulled harder and listened to the strand
let go of my scalp. The satisfying rip. Maybe you’ve noticed when I pick up
a lock of hair, twist and pull at it to tear away the split ends. At the end of
class, I look down and see all the little hairs on my lap and feel disgust wash
over me. I push the hair off of me onto the floor, soon to be swept away and
forgotten about. My head is a bit lighter now.
In the shower, I grab my bottle of shampoo and squeeze a dollop
onto my palm, before returning the bottle to its precarious place on the
bathtub ledge. I work the shampoo into my scalp and realize with a flinch
that the water is hurting me. I press my fingertip into my scalp and rub the
spot that hurts. When I pull away, blood washes off of my finger and down
the drain. I’ve been pulling at my scalp so much that it has become irritated, scabbing and bleeding in retaliation. What do you even do about this,
except clench your jaw to finish the shower?
The color of my hair has changed—from dark brown to black, to
hints of highlights. No matter the color, I continue to rip hairs out of my
head all the same. I wish I could tell you why I do this to myself. My family
and friends think that it’s stress. Maybe it’s a little fidget I do, like how you
tap your pencil on the desk when you try to work out a math problem. The
difference between you and me, then, is that my fidget is destructive, pulling apart what society and I so desperately want. I’ve tried other ways to
keep my hands occupied, but my hands always end up in my hair. Flames
of hatred burn within me every time I return to this habit. Nothing feels
the same, nothing feels as satisfying.
Looking in the mirror at the remnants of what used to be a thick
head of hair, I search for what went wrong. I was blessed with such nice
hair, now it’s tearing like a piece of tissue paper, breaking apart and falling
out. I feel like a freak with this compulsion.
But isn’t this what you wanted?
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Sisters

Hannah Lindert
I.
There used to be a falcon’s nest
that sat at the edge of a branch
of an old oak tree in my backyard.
One year, two eggs miraculously hatched,
and I liked to imagine them as sisters
brought into the world for each other.
Those birds grew up above me and my own little sister,
fighting and yelling under that tree.
Brought into the world for each other,
but, at the time, completely opposed.
We used to fight over who got the good swing
on our dilapidated swing set.
The one that did not creak when you went
really high.
We fought over who breathed the loudest,
who got the last french fry,
who got to sleep on the trundle
versus the actual bed.
II.
I once stabbed my sister in the foot with a pencil,
the newly sharpened tip breaking off perfectly
into the sole of her four-year-old foot
as she tried to kick me from the indoor swing.
She cried, and I laughed,
and my mother wondered what she did
to deserve this chaos.
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I was scolded,
was told that being the older sister
meant letting things go,
but I could not.
All the while,
The falcon sisters learned to fly
and hunt together.
Working with each other
To find food,
to survive.
III.
You can always see Orion’s Belt
And the Big Dipper
from the roof of my house.
I didn’t know about it at first,
until my sister told me.
She used to go out there to get away from me
and our fighting
to look at the galaxy above.
One day she decided to show me.
Pointed out each constellation
as if it was a friend,
introducing us to each other.
As the years went on,
that roof,
those stars,
became what bonded
My sister and I.
We sit out there,
laughing,
talking about how that pencil tip
is still lodged in the bottom of her foot.
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One time,
after a bad day,
my little sister and I
sat out there, talking about the stars,
and guessing the colors of the cars
as they drove by.
and as the hours passed, and the silence ensued
the day’s problems went away,
and all that was left were those shimmering
stars overhead.
And even though those falcons no longer live in our backyard,
we still talk about them too.
And we wonder where they are,
and we hope they are still
swooping through the air
together.
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Sucederá

Gabriela Montero
*Content warning: Catcalling/Sexual Harassment*
My mother used to say to me:
No importa cuánto lo quieras evitar, sucederá. Especialmente a
las lindas como tú. Y cuando pace, querrás saber cómo reaccionar.
“No matter how hard you try to avoid it, it’ll happen. Especially to the pretty ones like you. And when it does, you’re going to want
to know how to react.”
For her, it was safer to make me aware of the dangers that
existed in the world than preserve my naivety. While this knowledge
robbed me of my innocence, she knew it was my only chance of surviving the evil that once damaged her and evil she knew would come
for me. While some call it pessimistic, my mother knew that understanding this reality we face would save my life one day.
...
I remember the day my friend and I had spent the day at
Frank Sinatra Park overlooking the Hudson River. A place most people would classify as ordinary, but my friend and I considered it our
favorite place to people-watch and eat food we couldn’t afford. It was
getting late and we wanted to get home before nightfall so we hopped
on the light rail at around 6 p.m. Once we got to our light rail stop, we
were about forty blocks away from home, which was a little too far for
our legs to handle that night.
As luck would have it, a jitney bus swerved in front of us and
we decided to ride it as close to home as possible. After each paying
the driver $1.75, we got on the bus very clearly falling apart from the
inside out. After growing up in one place your entire life, you learn to
overlook the broken windows, the seats with cotton coming out the
sides, and the lack of AC and personal space. There were only two
spots left on the bus and, unfortunately, they were not adjacent. We
both had to sit next to strangers, and we instantly gave each other a
look that signaled our collective fear. Nonetheless, we both wanted to
get home as quickly as possible, so we sat down. The man next to me
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instinctively looked me up and down and I faced my legs outward on the
chair to avoid as much contact as possible. By the paint-splattered jeans
and the dusty, rough hands, the man definitely worked in construction. I
tried not to pay too much attention to his features because I didn’t want
him to initiate a conversation. Despite my efforts, I failed. He began to
speak to me in broken English until he realized that I too spoke Spanish.
“Me gusta tu vestido.” (I like your dress.)
“Gracias.” (Thank you.)
I noticed he started to rub the upper part of his thigh, right in between his legs, adjusting what I know he was eager to use. Instead of looking away, like men usually do, I felt his eyes on me as he continued to rub. I
looked across the bus to signal to my friend that we were getting off the bus
a couple of stops early, and I knew she’d understand why. I felt another tap.
“¿Tienes un novio?” (Do you have a boyfriend?)
“Sí.” (Yes.)
As I was taught. The answer is always yes.
...
Lesson #1:
“Los hombres como él respetan a otros hombres, no a las mujeres. Si un
hombre te pregunta si tienes novio. Siempre di que sí.”
“Men like him respect other men, not women. So if a man asks you if you
have a boyfriend, always say yes.”
I went to a private boarding high school, so when I went home on
the weekends, I took NJ Transit. The first time I took the train alone I was
fourteen. I knew the ride would be about an hour and a half long and that I
had to be at the station fifteen minutes early to not miss the train. Funny
story. I still missed it. I was now waiting for the next train, which would
arrive even later in the night. The station was empty, which I thought was
odd because it was nighttime in the city. Nothing is ever dead. After an
hour of sitting in silence, I noticed that the train would be arriving soon so
I got up to make sure I didn’t miss it again. That’s when I noticed a homeless man, short and elderly, sitting at the bench near the tracks. I’d hoped
he didn’t see me but he did.
“You’re very pretty.”
“Thank you.”
“Do you have a boyfriend?”
“No.”
He smiled and my body activated its fight or flight response. Never
being fond of confrontation, you can guess how my body reacted in the
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split second I had to think. I rejected the idea of getting on the train altogether and called my mother. I waited for her inside a locked stall bathroom and on the drive back was her very first lesson to me.
...
I looked to my friend again to see if she was having a similar experience, and, thankfully, she was not. I grabbed her hand at the next
stop and practically ran off the bus. She caught on to what was happening
almost immediately. We started running from the man on the bus who we
realized also got off at the same stop, this time accompanied by three other
men. We reached a point where we didn’t see them anymore, so I dropped
my friend off at her house and hugged her goodbye.
“Text me to make sure you get home okay.”
I walked back thinking of what my friend had said. This phrase is
something I had never considered to be scarily normalized between female
friends. We all shared this collective knowledge of how dangerous walking
alone at night could be and we knew that we would want someone to check
in on us and our safety, so we did the same for others. Random women in
grocery stores. Women in public transportation. Women in clubs. Are you
okay? Are you comfortable? Do you need help? Most women could read
situations like this because most women had been in situations like this.
Situations riddled with complete and utter fear.
Now deep in thought I realized I should pay attention to the walk
ahead. I had my keys and pepper spray in one hand and my phone in the
other, while my AirPods played music in my ears to drown out the sound
of my fearful thoughts.
...
Lesson #2:
“Cuando estás sola, no tienes a nadie cuidando tu espalda. No tienes el
lujo de caminar desconectada del mundo. Nunca salgas de la casa sin prote
ción, no uses los audífonos y mantén los ojos en alto.”
“When you’re alone, you don’t have anyone watching your back. You don’t
have the luxury to just walk around out of touch with the world. Don’t ever
leave the house without pepper spray, don’t have your headphones in, and
keep your eyes up.”
My mother grew up in Cartagena, a major city on the coast of Colombia. It is known for its historical brick walls that surround the center of
the city, first built to protect Colombian natives from enemies. My mother
recalled that automobiles were only used by the wealthy and most of the
city used bicycles if they could not get to their destination on foot. Every
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time she speaks of her childhood there, I can see her eyes light up with excitement and happiness and I can tell she desperately wishes she still lived
there. While I love hearing about the stories of her and her friends going
swimming in the ocean at 2 a.m. or her and her boyfriend sneaking off on
a boat for the day, I’m reminded of one story that took the glimmer out of
her eyes, one story that I can tell still terrifies her to this day.
It was a hot day, per usual, and she, about seventeen or eighteen
at the time, was riding her bike to go meet up with some friends. She had
on the shortest shorts she could find and the bare minimum to cover up
her top half. She bikes the same trail practically every day to get to school
meaning she could afford to ride with leisure and get a little distracted. She
remembers listening to the musicians performing on the side of the road
and hearing the customary roadside sellers promote their fresh fruit and
vegetables. Not more than a couple of seconds with her eyes off the road,
she feels a slap on her thighs and a grip on her breast. She’s thrown off her
bike still not completely connected to reality. A group of men twice her age
had thought her body was too attractive to not be touched by them.
“Oye Mami, tu cuerpo se ve fenomenal.”
(Ayo Mami, your body looks fantastic.)
My mother was never the type to silently walk away from situations
where she felt threatened, but the amount of men surrounding her, accompanied with the shame and embarrassment she felt, kept her from fighting
or even speaking back to these men. She quickly picked up her bike and
rode away hoping they wouldn’t chase her.
...
I quickly took my AirPods out and only focused on the pavement
ahead. I’d always been the type of girl to walk with her head down, but
right now I was looking straight up, still making sure to not make eye contact with anyone passing by. I reached a crosswalk and could now see my
street from where I was standing. Waiting for the red light to turn green,
a man in a red truck pulled up in front of me. He had a beard and wore a
wife-beater, and was puffing up his chest to show off the muscles he believed would seduce me. It didn’t. Instead, it put me in a state of shock. I
stood there while he yelled.
“It’s not safe walking around alone at night. I can take you home,
beautiful. Pretty girls like you don’t need to be flaunting skin at this time of
the night. I can make you feel safe and then we’ll figure out a way for you to
repay me.”
He mentioned safety, but I felt the complete opposite. Once reality
kicked in, I bolted in whatever direction the bearded man wasn’t going. I
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figured I could outrun him and then he’d just leave, which he did, but not
without finishing what he was saying.
“Fine, you fucking bitch. You weren’t worth my time anyway.”
...
“Aunque cosas asi pasen, no estamos solas.”
“Even though things like this happen, we are not alone.”
Ruth George, a 19-year-old sophomore honors student at the University of Illinois at Chicago in Naperville, Illinois, had attended a fraternity event for future medical professionals at the University. After the event,
she had taken an Uber back to a UIC bus stop and began to walk toward
the on-campus parking garage to pick up her car. Through surveillance
footage, the police were able to identify her attacker as Donald Thurman,
26. Cook County prosecutors say Thurman saw George at the bus stop
and thought she was pretty. He tried to talk to her, catcalled her, and she
ignored him. This made him angry, so he followed her into a UIC parking
garage. He then attacked George from behind with a chokehold until she
was unconscious, and sexually assaulted her in the backseat of her car. He
was then charged with first-degree murder and criminal sexual assault.1
Ruth was among the many women and men who are affected by street
harassment and assault every day. The DC Office of Human Rights conducted a study on street harassment where, of the total 1621 participants
in the study, 51% were women and 47% were men. They found that 69% of
all their participants experienced unwanted verbal street harassment in the
past six months and 52% of the participants first experienced street harassment before they turned eighteen years old. Due to this harassment, they
gathered that 54% of participants changed their route or regular route, 34%
felt anxiety or depression, and 29% stopped going to a restaurant, bar, or
club. According to the data, verbal street harassment most frequently occurred on the street, sidewalk or, public transportation. Of the participants
who reported experiencing street harassment on the street or sidewalk,
23% reported daily harassment, 34% reported weekly harassment, 15%
reported monthly harassment. Of the participants who reported experiencing street harassment on public transportation, 18% reported daily
harassment, 27% reported weekly harassment, 15% reported monthly
harassment.2
1
Chilling Crimes. “Ruth George.” Chilling Crimes, 5 Aug. 2020,
https://www.chillingcrimes.com/blogs/news/ruth-george-1.
2
“The State of Street Harassment in DC - | OHR.” Ohr.dc.gov, DC Office of Human Rights, 2020,
https://ohr.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/ohr/publication/attachments/OHR_SHPA_Report_APRIL2020_FINAL.pdf
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While heartbreaking, Ruth’s story, along with data indicating thousands of other similar stories, serves as a lesson to all the girls and women
who dare to walk around alone. To them, to the men that harass and rape
and ignore the actions of their friends, we aren’t people. We’re things begging for the attention of men. We’re silently waiting for a man to pleasure
us and dominate us. We’re not worthy of respect or even a shred of decency. We’re walking objects desperate to be at the mercy of men.
...
Taking that detour home may have strayed me from my programmed path, but it also saved my life. I reached my home much later
than intended. Out of breath and in tears, I ran up the stairs of my house
and locked myself in my room not knowing what to do. If I told my mother, she’d never let me leave the house again. If I told my father, he’d blame
me for staying out too late wearing clothes that “don’t fit me.” If I called
my friend, she’d never let me walk home alone again and I’d risk her going
through a similar experience. So, I was left with one option. I prayed. I
closed my eyes pretending God could hear me for a moment and I prayed
this never happens to me again. I prayed it didn’t happen to any woman,
any person, ever again. I opened my eyes and was jolted back into the
reality that it will happen again. It was just a matter of when. For me, it was
three days after the man on the jitney bus and the bearded man in the red
truck.
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We Bite Back

Hannah Lindert
Grab ‘em by the pussy- you can do anything.
-Donald Trump
You may think you can do anything,
that we are nothing more than what is
between our legs—what you deem your property.
But remember,
cats were worshipped in ancient Egypt.
Painted onto the pyramids,
and buried next to Pharaohs.
They have nine lives.
They are resilient and always land
on their feet.
Their cousins are tigers
and lions:
Queens of the jungle.
They fiercely protect their young,
even from the fathers.
What you think is yours will never belong to you,
it is our power.
Our womanhood is what allows us to
raise your children and still
hold a job.
We bite back because we have to.
Because we can be stay-at-home mothers
if we want to,
but we can also be senators,
and doctors and lawyers.
We are more than the stereotypes that
you see us as.
So you can try to grab us by the pussy,
but remember it will bite back.
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Born and Bred Purple
Noelle G. Muni

She describes herself as “born and bred purple.” Born in the
Porphyra room of the Great Palace of Constantinople on the earliest
day of December, she was likely swept up into the arms of a midwife
and swaddled in a rich purple colored silk blanket, the edges tucked
finely beneath one another, not a wrinkle out of place. After all, she
was the eldest daughter of the Emperor, she was Anna Komnene, and
she was next in line for the throne.
It’s said that Anna was relentless in her studies. She received
training in countless disciplines—not only those becoming of a young
royal, but anything she could possibly get her hands on. She studied
languages, rhetoric, and history. She was tutored in the sciences,
astronomy, medicine, mathematics. She was versed in military affairs
and geography. Her personal tutors would have likely groaned, taking
a long deep breath and sighing before entering the study of such a
ferocious pupil. She poured over the classic works of literature and poetry that captivated those who read them to such a degree they could
only be studied in secret. In each of these realms, she excelled.
It could have been on that particularly stormy night in September when her life as she knew it was over. She may have crept from
her bed and down the wide stone halls to the doorway of the Porphyra
room. As she peeked around the corner and into the room she may
have heard the crying out of a newborn as he was passed to his mother, their father gazing proudly at his firstborn son swaddled in his deep
purple robes. Anna’s eyebrows likely lowered, her nose crinkled in
disdain as she peered in at her new competitor.
From that moment on, Anna knew she needed to shape herself
in the perfect image of a suitable heir. She continued to devote herself
to her studies, particularly medicine. She acted as a host to foreign dignitaries, planting herself as a face of the empire in the eyes of powerful
men. As she grew into a young woman, her intellect must have seemed
undeniable, recognized by her father as he granted her charge of one
of the largest hospitals and orphanages in Constantinople. She excelled
in this environment, garnering her a position right where she needed
to be to secure her ascension to the throne, by her father’s side in his
final illness. Anna spent each free moment of the emperor’s treatment
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attempting to persuade him to view her as his true heir.
It was in his last moments in the scorching heat of mid-August that
her fate was finally sealed. She may have kneeled by her father’s bedside, his
pale hand clasped between hers. She would look tearfully at him as he grew
weaker than she’d ever seen him.
“Please Father, you know what is right,” she’d say to him. Emperor
Alexios would look into the eyes of his eldest daughter. He would pull his
hand from hers and shakily remove his signet ring.
“I know,” he would say as he reached out his withering hand, pressing the ring into the palm of his eldest son. Anna’s brother would close
the ring in his fist, the deep purple robe draped over his shoulder proudly
asserting that only sons can truly be born and bred purple.
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Crossfire

Madison R. Sidle
I have done nothing wrong.
The thought blazes through my mind like lemon droplets on my
tongue
and I wince knowing I will never get the apology I deserve.
She justifies her friendly fire with the same excuse
that I was holding the crimson cloth and she couldn’t help but charge.
My body rolls to a stop in the cloud of sand
and I push myself up to get knocked down again,
maybe one day I will not bother to command my composure
and my legs will break so I can never stand.
She looks down at me and her acid words burn my thin skin,
creating pale splotches on my face that I will never let her see.
Pride and anxiety could be the title of my autobiography.
Would regret plague her heart if she read the words?
Maybe my mask of indifference is made of coal,
so I am the only one to blame for my burns.
But if I lower my shield of nervous laughter,
will the pillars of my sanity collapse into dust
and crush the spirit from my body?
Could I be myself if I revealed all I am to humanity
and left no secrets between my neurons and nerves?
I refuse to change.
Not for her or anyone else, because in my stone heart
I enjoy the person I have become.
And if a statue never erodes
wouldn’t we call that a miracle?
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Villain Hour
Hannah! Evans

I want to tear off all my skin. I want to crawl out of here. I want to
unmake myself, tear the single stitch that holds me together,
rename it: holds me captive, and I want to let the life shackles of
these ribs and this contortive body case fall away. I want to BE the
creature; I want to disinhabit my form and take my business
elsewhere. I don’t want to do these human things today, don’t you
see, darling? I don’t want to play at a life—I want to become the
things shadows know. I’d like very much to scare you. I’d like to
grin like a beast. I’ll slink out of my day like a thief or large
predator cat. I want to stab some heart that isn’t mine. I want to
taste blood on my teeth when I smile. I want to be trapped
elsewhere, at least somewhere cooler than here. Oh, the villain
hour is here again, darling, and I want to be bad!
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The Best Thing

Hannah Rinehart
My Grandpa Rinehart was a gentle, quiet man—the type of
grandfather to walk down the far, grassy slope of his front yard to
smoke a cigar away from his grandkids. Some of my earliest memories
were of him surrounded by dark smoke that would curl around his
neck in the wind, dissipate, and reappear. When I was a child I didn’t
understand why he didn’t just quit like my Grandma Rinehart; the
day I was born, ahead of my other cousins, she’d quit. She always said
she wanted to be there for our graduations. Her wish was not granted,
leaving Grandpa and the rest of our family in the resulting emotional
turmoil. This encouraged Grandpa’s wish to quit smoking, which was
encouraged further when two cancerous spots revealed themselves on
his tongue. Those events all led me to this spot, last summer, sitting at
their dining room table, listening to Music Choice’s seventies playlist,
stirring up a dixie cup of crushed pills and water.
“Grandpa! It’s eleven!” I called, scraping the end of my spoon
on the cup’s bottom. I set the cup down in front of the large pitchers of
water and liquid nutrition.
I heard an affirming grunt to my left, where grandpa sat by the
windows, reading the paper. He didn’t sit much during the day, but
when he did it was always by the sunlight, despite the intense heat of
July that filled the living room whenever we left the blinds open for too
long.
My father had been staying with Grandpa ever since he got
discharged from York Hospital about a month prior. He had driven
himself to his radiation appointment, and the nurse who checked him
in noticed he looked severely dehydrated. She was right; he wasn’t eating or drinking, physically couldn’t eat or drink because of the radiation sores on his tongue. The nurse had told him he looked as white as
a ghost. The radiation center admitted him as a patient, got him an IV,
and pumped him with painkillers. He hadn’t been taking those, either.
Before his diagnosis Grandpa was completely independent; he
lived fully on his own, did his laundry, cleaned his home, visited his
brother across town, and visited us in Maryland. He exercised regularly, and we never had any worries about him being an hour away, living
on his own.
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When I first saw Grandpa when my father brought him back to
his home from the hospital, his shirt hung much looser on him. Grandpa
never had a large, protruding belly, but seeing the fabric hang around his
torso looser was a discomforting sight. The skin on the outside of his neck
also appeared to be flaming, which I later learned was results of the radiation appointments. His neck was often a deep pink and glistening from the
many topical creams he applied to keep the skin less irritated.
Grandpa sat down slowly in the chair across from me and waited
with his palms on his knees. He gave me a smile, his eyes studying my
movements carefully. I was living with him for now, but I was going off to
school in a matter of weeks. My father—who was the only relative who was
able to stay with him at first—had to return to his classroom in September,
and my uncle couldn’t drive up from Raleigh, North Carolina to take care
of him while my father had to be at our home, in Maryland, to teach.
So, Grandpa calmly lifted his shirt, and I removed the tape holding
his G-tube to his stomach.
The doctor’s solution after nearly a week of Grandpa being unable
to get nutrition through his mouth was to send him home with a thin, clear
tube that connected right to his stomach. The hole was directly under his
belly button, guarded with a thin plastic ring that held the tube in place.
We stuck some gauze around it to prevent any bacteria from getting anywhere near the actual hole opening.
I grabbed one of the wide, plastic syringes that rested next to us
on the table while he opened the first, then second lock on the tube. He
held the nozzle up for me, allowing me to slide the empty syringe into the
opening. I held it upright with my right hand and grabbed the large pitcher
of carefully measured water with my left.
Twenty-five milliliters water. Meds. Fifty water. Nutrition. Fifty,
then twenty-five water. My father’s instructions replayed in my head. When
it was just him and Grandpa before I came up, my father typed up detailed
instructions on how to complete a G-tube feeding, five times a day, and all
the different types of medication grandpa had to take, and when to take
those. Every three hours from eight in the morning to eight at night, I
adopted his system. It had only been about three days since my father left
to go back home and resume his summer camps he was teaching, and I was
still steadily consulting the medication list.
“You ready?” I asked Grandpa.
“Yup,” he mumbled back, giving me a thumbs-up. I began to pour
twenty-five milliliters of water into the hollow syringe.
“How’s your pain after taking your OxyContin earlier?”
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“Same as yesterday,” Grandpa would utter, in as few syllables as
possible.
“Seven?”
“Seven.” Ten was the worst, one was the least. He told me nothing
but sevens and one six particularly the day after my father got him to take
the OxyContin that he hadn’t been taking.
His voice had startled me at first; you never expect someone with
cancer to struggle with speaking, let alone eating and drinking. His words
were slurred, and nearly unrecognizable. I had to take a moment to understand that he was speaking by barely moving his tongue, so his words
weren’t as pronounced, or as loud. Grandpa’s cancer was located on his
tongue, leftovers of the cigar smoke, and while he was being treated, it was
destroying his abilities to use his tongue—in more ways than just eating.
He would tell me that breathing through his mouth was a pain unlike
anything he had ever experienced. At its worst grandpa spoke like he was
grunting at me with hints of vowels all slurred together.
My Grandpa and Grandma Rinehart had what my father referred
to as Pennsylvania Dutch accents (more accurately Pennsylvania German).
They didn’t speak German, but their families originated from the German
immigrants who emigrated to Pennsylvania. Their dialect when they spoke
English was like if my dialect was melted like soft butter. Grandpa was my
only living family member with that accent. It was what I had always recognized as his presence, as his love.
Once the water was poured into the tube, I waited. After a moment,
I gave Grandpa a hint: “Your turn,” I smiled.
Grandpa looked up at me, unsure, but then his eyes widened. “Oh,
yeah!” He unclicked the third and final lock on the tube, and the water
flowed down, and into his stomach. Once the syringe was empty, I waited
for Grandpa to click the lock back in place. Make sure Grandpa always
knows when to click and unclick his locks, my father’s reminder echoed, he
needs to learn how to do all of this on his own, very soon. We most likely
will have no choice but to leave him by himself once school begins again.
“Good job!” I kept my right hand on the syringe, holding it upright,
as I grabbed the dixie cup. “Time for your meds.”
Grandpa watched me pour the foggy water into the syringe. I shook
the cup slightly, making sure all the ground up pills would make it into his
belly. He unclipped his lock, the medication receded. He clipped it back.
I felt the need to fill the empty space with words, and my eyes landed on the framed photo of me, Ethan, Ben, and Sky as children that rested
next to his blood-pressure monitor.
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“How did you and Grandma meet?” I asked him. I poured more
water into the syringe, measuring to fifty milliliters. Click. I watched it
recede.
“Hmm,” Grandpa hummed. I immediately ridiculed myself for posing a question that insinuates a long discussion, requiring him to use his
mouth to speak. I thought at first that Grandpa was a little overwhelmed
with my constant presence, my constant words that kept spilling out of my
mouth. I felt, at the beginning, that if silence stretched between us it would
be awkward; our silence was mostly filled with Grandpa coughing, or clearing his throat, and shouting in pain afterwards. I had never had so much
one-on-one time with him before, I did not know him as the man that
existed to himself every day next to his wife’s urn—I only knew him as my
grandpa in the presence of my father and brother.
A few moments passed, and to my surprise, he continued, “I was
going to a friend’s house with a group and when I walked through the door
I saw her sitting on a couch across the room. I thought oh, shit, and she saw
me and thought oh, shit. And that was that.” Grandpa never failed to talk
about her every day, but I had never heard the story of their origin together. In a sense, a piece of my origin.
“You thought she was pretty?”
“She was beautiful.”
A beat passed. I hummed, getting grandpa’s attention. His eyes had
wandered off over my right shoulder, where grandma rested in their cabinet.
“Oops! My bad.” He clicked his lock back into place.
I stood up from my chair and stretched my hand around the pitcher
full of light brown, thick liquid that smelled like someone dumped protein powder into chocolate milk. I remained standing to slowly pour the
nutrition down the tube. Grandpa released the lock, and the liquid began
flowing down.
My grandparents had just celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary when grandma was notified of concerning spots on her lungs.
Lungs turned to liver; liver turned to lymph nodes. It was the beginning of
Spring when we knew, and it was the second-to-last day of August when
we lost her. I was just beginning my sophomore year of high school; my
brother and cousins were in middle school and fourth grade. A part of me
felt guilty for being the grandchild with the most memories of her, since
my brother and cousins were twelve, eleven, and eight years old, and I
struggled with the thought of graduating high school first without her. I
pictured an empty seat, next to Grandpa, as my family watched me walk
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across the stage in my white cap and gown. However, two years later, when
the day did arrive, it was a joyous one. I knew that Grandma Rinehart
passed knowing we all would graduate successfully, starting with myself,
and it would lead us into lives worth living. I just wished that she could
have been there to witness the celebration of the beginning of our futures,
and I know that grandpa wanted her to experience that, too.
I thought back to all the birthday parties, graduation parties, celebrations of any kind over these past six years. Grandpa would often take
some convincing to make the hour drive down to our home, and even
when we brought parties halfway to him. In the middle of my freshman
year of college I had my family drive up to the New Freedom Restaurant
right across the state line to hold my nineteenth birthday dinner with
Grandpa. I remember asking him if he was having a nice time, and he just
looked at me, and slowly said, “Joan would have loved this.”
Once the nutrition was drained, I added more water to rinse the
tube out. On the second dosage of water I added a little more water than
normal; I poured up to about thirty-five milliliters.
“You cheater, you’re gonna make me pee!” Grandpa exclaimed,
pointing a finger at me.
“It’s my job to keep you hydrated, unless you want to start drinking
it all out of your cup!” I joked.
Grandpa had started practicing drinking again out of one of those
short, paper cups; he always winced strongly after sipping from it, sometimes even groaning in pain, but he kept at it. His doctor heavily encouraged as much fluids as possible, and that trying to use his mouth again
couldn’t hurt his progression. Grandpa didn’t have to attempt to drink as
much water through his mouth as he did, but I saw how much he wanted
things to go back to normal.
I pulled the syringe from the mouth of the tube and carried it over
to the sink. I washed my hands before returning to grandpa at the table. He
was holding the tube upright for me.
“Thanks, Grandpa,” I said, and waited again. “What’s left?”
He wondered for a moment, staring at the tube. “Ah!” He exclaimed
excitedly, turning the first, then second lock, then pushing the orange lid
over the end of the tube. “I figured it out eventually.”
“Yes, you did,” I giggled and gave him a thumbs-up. I liked making
the air feel lighter around us—and watching Grandpa smile was a grace I
felt kept me going, too.
I cut two strips of white fabric tape and we adjusted his tube, so it
was curved around the hole at the center. When it stuck to his belly with104
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out any issues, Grandpa pulled down his shirt.
“Thank you, Hannah. I really appreciate it.”
“Not as much as you’re going to appreciate me cleaning your bathroom next!”
“No, no. I can do it. You go on and rest.”
“Let me help you, Grandpa,” I took the two empty pitchers and
brought them over to the sink. “Please?”
“Oh, all right,” he agreed, “just let me get back there and clean up
before we start.”
As I rinsed the remaining tools from his feeding Grandpa made his
way back to his bathroom. He was incredibly agile for an older man—he
never had any stumbles or falls—which he chalks up to walking up and
down his stairs leading to his guest bedroom multiple times a day.
“I used to be able to do six times a day,” he told me when I first
arrived, “but now I’ve been so tired I can only get to two or three.”
I followed Grandpa into his bedroom that leads into his bathroom,
but when I walked by his nightstand on the right, something stopped me.
As I heard Grandpa rummaging through his bathroom, most likely
washing his hands, and removing his medications and special creams from
his two-sink counter, I picked up a small picture frame of my grandparents.
Grandma had her full head of hair, and they were standing under their
large maple tree on the property of their last house. They were embracing
each other and smiling at the camera. Resting on the table in front of where
the frame sat, there was a handwritten note in my grandfather’s handwriting that said: The best thing that ever happened to me.
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Skyline Drive

Madison R. Sidle
Could I transform my mother’s minivan into Apollo’s Chariot?
Her gray Honda Odyssey steered towards the summer sky.
Four wheels like four horses, charging up the winding roads,
dragging the sun across the horizon,
as I watch the golden light flood her rearview mirror.
If we turn at the wooden sign, could I touch the silver blanket of
clouds from the earth?
She pulls the car aside so we can disembark for a moment.
Only a moment,
to count the lopsided mountain tops
and feel wild winds as we stand at the edge of a cliff.
At our feet, a pair of monarch butterflies dance
while a broad-winged hawk circles above us.
We use our phones to freeze these scenes,
then walk back to the car and lower the windows,
further up these twisted roads we drive.
The next spectacle of mountains awaits our arrival.
Sure, the view may appear similar to what we just saw.
But do not doubt these giants of rock,
each unique in bumps and dips,
will steal your breath from your lungs.
We step out once more and observe America’s beauty.
Rich green valleys, enclosed by darker forested hills,
watched by hundreds of widened eyes
belonging to visitors who drove for hours across the country
to capture their image at an elevation that pops their ears.
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There is little solitude at these peaks.
Listen for the engines of motorcycles.
Watch fingers tap on the side of the cherry red convertible ahead of us.
Feel rage at the sight of wrappers and plastic cups scattered at the roots
of trees.
No, we are never alone.
Though I can see beauty in these people
as we watch the sunset spill soft oranges into the sky.
A man’s arm wrapped around a woman’s waist as they beam
like the blinding rays of the setting sun.
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Fire Alarm

Hannah! Evans
What can I save?
What can I do, what do I take
With me, from the burning building?
If I have no time,
What do I get my hands on,
Hold close to my smoldering sweater?
When collapse comes, as it does,
When the structural beams break off
And descend into the reaching flames,
What do I reach for?
What do I have the chance
To get to? Do I run into rooms,
Trying to arrange, chase on priority,
Though I may run out of time, incur risk,
Or do I panic, grab onto what is close,
No matter what it may be,
Flames crawling up my fingers
When I touch what’s too hot?
What is my next move?
Indecision will be the decision
That brings the house
Down on my head.
So, what do I save? What can I save?
Surely I must save something;
What means enough?
What should I possibly
Try to hold on to?
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Horse Head for Sale in Gettysburg, PA
Ericka Gardner

Price: $20 (willing to negotiate)
Condition: Good
Do you know BoJack Horseman? Do you want to look like BoJack
Horseman? Well, I have just the thing for you. The Horse Head in the
photo comes as described. You can see out of it. That’s right! I’ve worn
this head many times: for Halloween, to rob a bank, to scare some
meddling kids; you name it. There’s mesh in the gapping mouthpiece
that you can see through. The view is nearly crystal clear. This head is
stunning. It’s a head of a mustang, the most majestic horse (in my humble opinion). You WILL feel majestic wearing this horse head mask.
Buyer beware—it’s sweaty and smells like dirty socks, but that doesn’t
mean it isn’t functional. THIS THING IS SECURE. It’s not going ANYWHERE. It fits snuggly over the noggin and around the neck, but not
too tight. Holes in the nostrils make it breathable. You can run miles in
this thing and still get fresh air effortlessly. The hair is synthetic, if that
wasn’t obvious on a latex head. To sweeten the deal, I washed, dried,
and brushed the hair. No matted, tangled locks here. I want you to look
good and feel good wearing this mask. I guarantee you’ll be turning
heads up and down the street. Impress your neighbors at their kid’s
birthday party. Wear it for your girl in bed. I don’t care; you’ll look
good. I acquired this beauty of a horse head from a guy who bought it
from a guy who likely bought it at a Party City. This head has history,
as I’m sure you can tell. Don’t let the eyes spook you, they’ve seen a
few things. Did I mention I robbed a bank? Well, the teller was scared
which is to be expected, but it had to be done. Horseshoes aren’t cheap
and my client was waiting on the battlefield. The judge laughed when
I told her I did it for the Union. Let me tell you, this beast of a mask
has seen it all. Put this horse head on and suddenly you’ll never have
to read a Civil War history book ever again. Fellow reenactors, I am
looking right at you, and I know you can’t resist my deal. I’ll consider
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in-person inquiries only. I want my money up front, but as described, I
am willing to negotiate. Pay me more or pay me less. The choice is yours. I
know money can be tight and I NEED to get this mask off my hands. It has
haunted me for too long. If you’d like to purchase the head, I will meet you
in the Seven Eleven parking lot on the corner of North Washington Street
and Chambersburg Street. Let me know what time works best for you
Monday through Friday. I can’t do weekends. Cash only. No checks, and
no, you cannot Venmo me. This is a good deal. Trust me.
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Who’s the Man?
Matthew Siegler

We just paid $42.10 plus an overly generous tip to Lyft to
what might be the worst mall I’ve ever been to in my entire life. It’s
three weeks into college and the calendar just flipped from August
to September. That means there should be a fresh new $100 in my
Chase account. My monthly allowance that breaks down to $25 a
week is all I’ve got to my name; I quit my part time job before tennis
season started in the spring so I didn’t work all summer. It would be
stupid to piss that money away on bullshit, but in for a dime in for a
dollar, I guess.
Half of the Lyft tab belongs to me and the other half belongs
to Clifton, my roommate. Truth be told we don’t know each other too
well yet, but we’ve been living together well and I do think we’ll end
up being good friends. Physically we’re similar but in terms of pure
presence we’re incredibly different. We’re nearly identical in height,
though his tall head of curly brown locks makes him appear a couple of inches taller. We’re both very slight; neither of us could weigh
above 130 pounds and standing a good three inches below six feet
it’s fair to say neither of us are physical specimens. Both of us have
bright blue eyes. He probably thinks I don’t dress well, but I have a
diverse and eclectic collection of sneakers to make sure I’m always
coordinated. I’m not sure Clifton even owns sneakers. He’s got a
quintessential look of a rich entitled asshole, and that’s exactly what
he’s going for. Todd’s suede driving loafers, maroon cashmere socks,
one of thirty very similar variations of tan-ish colored Ralph Lauren
slacks, a button-down shirt and a V-neck sweater (also maroon, also
cashmere), tucked into the front of his pants to show off the big gold
“H” buckle of his $700 belt. Again, the look feeds into his persona,
but he definitely doesn’t act the part you’d expect him to when you
get to know him a bit better; he’s very sensitive. Not sensitive like
he can’t take a joke or he’ll throw a tantrum if you put too many ice
cubes in his Starbucks, but sensitive like he’s emotionally present. He
doesn’t like people to know it, which is why he puts on the Hermes
belt. But I can tell, even after living with him for only a few weeks.
So, I’ve burned through nearly a week’s worth of allowance
before even stepping into this poor excuse for a shopping mall.
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Clifton says “it looks shitty” when we pull into the lot, an accurate threeword summary of what we were seeing. There are only about twenty cars
parked in the entire acre-wide lot, not boding well for what awaits us inside. From the back passenger’s side of the musty Ford Focus we are about
to exit, I tell Clifton not to judge a book by its cover, to which he rolls his
eyes. Mark the stocky Lyft driver pulls to a stop in front of the big green
entryway of “Dick’s Sporting Goods.” We thank Mark and I look up at the
entryway. The algae-covered sidewalk blends in with the immense square
tiles built around the automatic glass doors at the entrance of the store.
The blue paint marking the “handicapped only” parking spots is so faint
that whoever painted the lines is likely in a wheelchair themselves by now.
The single lamppost meant to illuminate the entryway is tilted at a roughly
sixty-degree angle. It appears so unstable that I’m worried if one mangy
crow were to fly overhead and drop a tablespoon’s worth of white shit onto
it, that would be all it takes to cause the post to fully fall over and collapse
down into the sidewalk, becoming one with the community of algae we are
walking over while we apprehensively enter the store. It isn’t promising, but
my hope remains strong that today will be a good day. As we enter the mall
that smells faintly of wet cardboard, I feel determined to be fiscally irresponsible on this late summer Saturday afternoon.
We walk through Dick’s, which was completely picked over. I
wander a bit, solely to rationalize the $21.05 I spent to get here and without
seriously considering buying a damned thing, we work our way to the back
of the store where the doors exit into the main section of the mall. Either
someone hasn’t been paying the complete electric bill or we’re the first
to notice that half the lights hanging from the steel ceiling beams are out
or both, but I’d be lying if I told you this place didn’t look like the set of a
low-budget slasher film. Still, I don’t want to tell Clifton we should bail just
because I was creeped out by a poorly lit shopping mall. I still don’t really
know him that well. Plus, my $21.05.
The first few store fronts as we begin walking straight over the large
grey tiles are abandoned, with “for lease” signs in the boarded up windows
along with a phone number to call. Under my breath, “1-800-fuck-this.”
The next five minutes are a blur, a ruptured brain aneurism of screeching
birds and inhalation of dense, hot and heavy air reeking of animal piss as
we walk through a pet shop largely occupied by colorful house birds. “This
place is fucking hell.” Clifton again eloquently and concisely summarizes
my thoughts. I’m close to pulling the plug, eating my $21.05, and calling a
Lyft to take us back to campus. I pull out my phone from the pocket of my
jeans, watch it unlock using the scan of my face, and move my thumb over
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the hot pink Lyft app as Clifton says, “let’s go there,” pointing behind me
towards a store. It’s bright, really bright. It might be a mirage it’s so beautiful. Bold, colorful letters light up the entryway: “EXTRA Books, Calendars,
and More!” I lock my phone and replace it in my right pocket. It’s the only
part of the mall where I don’t have a feeling that we’re more likely to get
mugged by a man who hasn’t seen daylight in nine years than we are to
find something we want to buy.
As we get closer, the store looks like it’s mostly novelties and not
actual books. There seem to be some, but as I look in through the crystal-clear glass panes on either side of the doorless entrance, I see plush toys,
board games, Japanese manga comics, knickknacks, chachkas, and hazarai.
There’s just one person working, a young woman at the round, oak register
perfectly centered in the middle of the rectangular store. She pays us no
attention as Clifton and I enter, deciding where to look first.
We gravitate towards the back, home of the magazines. Floor to
ceiling, there are easily ten rows of magazines split into eight or nine columns. Down by our feet is the sports row. Of course I notice the one about
baseball first. I reach down, pick it up, and start to thumb through it with
great intention. I’m reading a blurb about Mookie Betts’s MVP candidacy
on page 12 when I feel a tug on my right sleeve to look up to where Clifton is pointing. He says nothing as the two of us glare at the row of plastic
wrapped magazines lined up eloquently and evenly spaced out resting on
the top shelf.
“Heh,” I chuckle.
“Heh,” Clifton reverberates.
As if we share a mind, we both look back and to the left simultaneously to see if we’re within eyeshot of the clerk standing in her cashier’s
nest. Just the back of her head and her red collared shirt are visible. We
turn back towards the shelves, again at the same time, and we are communicating telepathically. We are clearly on the same page about trying to get
a closer look at one, hoping that the other will take the initiative and put
his foot up on the second shelf from the ground to gain leverage and peel a
magazine from the top. My heart is beating a little faster than it was before,
but I’m more at ease when Clifton and I break eye contact and he starts to
climb the shelves like a ladder.
In a quick and decisive maneuver, he thrusts himself upward with
his tiptoes on the base of the third-lowest shelf. He reaches up, now I’m
looking at him from below. His shirt and sweater come untucked from the
front of his pants during his upward extension, enough for me to see his
happy hair trail from his waistband to his belly button. I do a fast dou113

ble-take towards the cashier, hoping she is oblivious to the situation behind
her. Nothing has changed there. As I settle my attention back on the mission at hand, Clifton is down again on ground level carefully grasping the
thin clear plastic wrapping around the October issue of “18TEEN.” Displayed on the cover is a young blonde, wearing nothing but a pair of unbuttoned jean shorts that are so short you could barely call them shorts and
knee high black leather boots. Evidently her name is Amber, and the photo
is poorly Photoshopped to make it seem as though she is standing firmly on a block of words that reads “This AUTUMN, let your pants FALL
off!” Amber is holding two big, obviously manufactured red-orange maple
leaves up to her chest, covering her areolas, supposed to leave us wanting
more.
It’s not as if we don’t want to see more, but that would mean one
of us has to buy it. My heart starts beating faster again as Clifton looks up
from the shiny, oiled skin of Amber to meet my eyes. His glare dares me to
take the magazine from him, walk triumphantly over to the cashier, slam
the lewd publication on the counter with authority, whip out my debit card,
and tell her she doesn’t need to bag it because I’m the fucking man and
I’m not ashamed to pay real money for a trashy porn magazine. He points
his head down, nodding at me ever so slightly with his eyebrows raised. A
challenge has been issued.
I don’t often give in to peer pressure. I’ve never been too concerned
with being “cool” or making myself seem a lot tougher or badder than I
am. Something about this moment, though; right here, right now. This
could be the instance that solidifies our friendship. I could be $17 and
some slight embarrassment away from getting my roommate’s stamp of approval, creating a memory that we’ll revisit every time he needs a reminder
that I’m not a pussy. I reach out with my right hand, trying not to quiver,
and pinch the top of the plastic covering. A rush of heat waves over me as
Clifton releases his grasp on the magazine and I now hold the weight of
fifty naked women between my thumb and index finger.
Without saying a word, Clifton turns and makes a beeline for the
front door. I follow after him, dropping my hand holding the magazine
down to my side. He slows down a little bit as we get closer towards the
center where the cashier stands, though we’re still out of her sight. Clifton
turns around and I quickly adjust my posture, straightening my shoulders
so I’m standing taut. With that motion, the thin layer of sweat that is coating my back makes contact with the fabric of my t-shirt, sending a chill up
my spine. Clifton looks at me and says quietly, “have fun, champ,” before
turning back around and leaving me there alone in the center of the store
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with the oh-so-normal-looking female clerk.
Clifton is back outside in the dark hallway. Only the outline of his
frame and the curls of his big fluffy hair are visible as I look through the
entrance to outside the front of the store. I can’t read his expression or tell
if he’s looking in at me. I go as long as I can standing there, holding the
magazine by my side, intentionally underneath the lip of the brown checkout desk, avoiding eye contact with the clerk. Naturally, I look up when she
friendlily chimes, “Hello sir, how are you today?” She’s got to be standing
on some sort of a raised platform in that circular desk of hers because she’s
looking down a good twelve inches at me. I feel miniscule, like someone’s
little sibling getting rejected from entering my brother’s friend’s house party. The woman’s slight, Mona Lisa-esque smile and her piercing green eyes
burn a hole through me. Even though she can’t yet see what is in my hand I
feel vulnerable and embarrassed. I hope Clifton can’t see me too well from
outside the store.
As I quietly respond, “g-good, how are you?” I feel the magazine
start to slip as sweat from my fingertips has begun to gather between
my grasp and the plastic cover. I can’t avoid the inevitable anymore. The
magazine and my arm feel heavy together, like I’m lifting up the Rosetta
Stone to place on the counter rather than some D-tier porn. As soon as I
get the magazine above the counter and gently slide it face down, forwards
toward the clerk, my eyes dart a couple feet to the left where I see a small
rack of various flavors of Trident gum. Without hesitation, I shoot my hand
over and grab an eighteen-pack of passion fruit—anything to distract the
cashier from my sinful purchase.
“Will this be all?” she asks as she scans the gum and then the magazine, lifting each one up to the thin red laser light shooting out from the
handheld scanner sitting in its tabletop holster. Her nametag reads “HANNAH” and “Favorite Book: Fahrenheit 451.”
“Uh, I think so,” I answer, as my eyes meet hers again. “My friend
wanted it but was too much of a wimp,” I add. I had not thought this part
through. I immediately regret drawing more attention to what I was doing
rather than just paying for the two items and promptly leaving.
An attempt at a comforting smile stretches across her lips, showing
her straight white teeth. “It’s okay, everyone has these thoughts.”
I go beet red. Not only did I draw more attention to it, but now
she thinks I’m lying to cover my ass and that I’m some horny little devil
who pays $17 for porno magazines at the worst mall in America. I’ve been
holding my breath for a while. I respond to her poor attempt at consolation
with something between an exhale, a nervous laugh, and a cry of embar115

rassment. The noise sounded more like something you’d expect to hear in
the bird store.
“Do you have your ID?” She asks softly, maintaining eye contact. At
this point I was already gripping my card holder that I removed from my
left pocket without even noticing. I stare down in slow motion and thumb
through my AAA card, insurance card, and “16 Handles” frozen yogurt
punch card from back home until I get to my driver’s license with my
picture that makes me look like a middle school student who doesn’t know
what masturbation is yet. I pull it out and try to hand it to her, but she
doesn’t take it, instead only quickly glancing at it and telling me my total.
“Nineteen-fifty-eight,” she rings while she puts my two items in a thankfully opaque white plastic bag.
I replace my ID back in its card holder, trading it for my blue Chase
debit card. I struggle to slide the card into the payment slot immediately,
but I figure it out and follow the prompts on the screen:
AMOUNT OK?
$19.58
CASH BACK?
$10 -- $20 -- $50 – OTHER
ENTER PIN OR CLICK CONTINUE FOR CREDIT
PAYMENT COMPLETE
PLEASE REMOVE CARD
THANK YOU

YES
NO
****

I thank Hannah, avoiding further eye contact, and don’t bother to
take the time to replace my card back in its holder, shoving them both deep
to the bottom of my pocket. I grab the bag that is sitting on the counter in
front of me, turn to my left, and hear Hannah’s final chirp of “have a great
day!” as my back is turned to her and I’m speed walking to the front of the
store to meet Clifton in the corridor.
I take a deep breath. I must look as anxious as I feel because Clifton
jeers, “how was Vietnam?”
I try and play it off cool by responding, “you were too scared to
do it. At least I did it.” We start walking back in the direction of the loud
aviary and Dick’s Sporting Goods, as if we had an unspoken agreement that
we were going to leave the mall after departing the bookstore, as if our end
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goal all along was to overpay for some bad porn with a table of contents.
Clifton and I don’t say a word to each other as we retrace our steps and find
ourselves standing outside the big green entryway of Dick’s once again,
staring into the deep, empty parking lot where we began our harrowing
journey. I’m about to take my phone out of my pocket and call another
Lyft, but Clifton must have thought ahead and called one already because
before I can even unlock my phone, a grey Mazda 3 pulls in front of us and
Clifton starts walking towards the back passenger’s side door. I follow him
in, as he climbs across the back row to the driver’s side.
Fuck. I have to pay another $21.05 to get back to school.
...
The fate of the magazine was a strange one. Naturally, we removed
it from its plastic sleeve and pawned through it. At one point it ended up
taped to the wall above Clifton’s headboard, opened to pages thirty-one
and thirty-two, displaying a feature of a woman by the same name as Clifton’s mother. Some kid on the first floor of our building asked to borrow
it after we showed it to him, claiming that one girl in it looked just like his
ex-girlfriend from high school. I was afraid to open it up again after getting
it back from him.
At a loss for what to do with it about six days after buying it, when
its novelty had long worn off, we put it in the lockbox underneath my bed
as it seemed wasteful to throw it out just a week later. This move is one I
ended up deeply regretting, and to this day remains one of the worst mistakes I have made during my time in college.
The safe where the magazine resided opened and closed with a digital pin pad, which ran out of batteries at some point later in the semester.
It had a basic lock and key, too, but my stupid ass thought the best place
for the key was inside of the safe to keep the nudie mag company. So, of
course, the magazine got stuck in the lockbox. This was a big deal, because
my mother (who, put nicely, is a bit high-strung), is the one who insisted
I bring a safe with me to college in the first place, so she borrowed it from
a relative whose son had just finished college himself and did not need the
lockbox anymore. I’m sure you understand the premise of borrowing.
In the midst of finals and with a general understanding that it
would be nearly impossible to open up the safe without absolutely destroying it, which we didn’t have the brute strength nor the power tools to
accomplish, we conceded, figuring we could revisit the issue next semester
before we have to pack up and go home. That was until Clifton off-handedly mentioned that the safe was broken in the company of my parents when
they were visiting for family weekend.
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I had no choice but to pull my father aside, give him a brief and
semi-honest rundown of the situation at hand, and ask him if he could take
care of removing the contents from the box without my mother finding
out. A couple weeks later, I got a text from my dad letting me know that the
safe had been brought to the locksmith and opened, and that he was unimpressed with the quality of the magazine. I was also informed that he had
hid it in his sock drawer, as he was too afraid that my mother would find
it if he disposed of it in the kitchen trash can or the recycling bin in the
garage. It would also be a tough sell to convince his wife that the magazine
actually belonged to their son who was 350 miles away at college.
The final resting place of the magazine (or at least its final intended
resting place) was a pile of black Hefty trash bags on the side of a street in
Midtown, Manhattan, where my father and I brought it one day during
winter break, carried it around in his briefcase through two business meetings, and finally dropped it into the pile of garbage on West 57th Street.
Whether the magazine’s journey continued with one of New York’s many
homeless residents, with a curious and horny Wall Street sell-out on his
lunch break, or if it ended completely just a few moments later, being hoisted into a garbage truck after my father and I rounded the block is information I am not privy to. Feel free to imagine what you wish about its fate, but
as far as I’m concerned, its story ends here.
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Spirit

Ericka Gardner
1. (N) The breath of life
Or the thoughts of man. The consciousness of what goes through his
head and steers him throughout a Saturday night. He writes his name
on the board and waits. He waits too long, gets antsy, and writes his
name on the board again under a second list of names. None of the
sticks are right. They wobble across the table. Some don’t have tips. The
table isn’t even right. It once asked for a sneaky seventy-five cents and
now asks for a dollar. The balls are racked with the one in the front and
then an alternating pattern of solids and stripes towards the back of the
triangle. The man coats the space between his thumb and forefinger on
his left hand with chalk. He takes a deep breath and positions himself
to break. It was a shitty break.
2. (N) The Holy Ghost
The spirt of God filling you after you surrender to him. An essence that
makes the man feel like God, or at most, how he feels when he plays
pool. Give him a week and he’ll make you an expert. Win against him
and it’s an honor for him to have been your master. The man plays
against his girl. He wins of course. It’s a subtle flex, just like his watch.
He’s a little cocky yet feeling generous towards a man twice his height
and wearing a pink shirt. Nothing against the fashion choice, but Mr.
Pink Shirt keeps asking for a redo whenever he “accidentally” moves
the white ball a little. It was a dissatisfying game, like the drink the
man’s girl ordered. She lets the ice melt, so it tastes better. He chews
gum after his cigarette, so he tastes better.
3. (N) Alcohol
Another term for liquor. Or sour apple brandy. Or vodka. All a catalyst
for a drunken debate over a word in a song. The man and his girl now
sit amongst friends. They take turns playing music, but no one can
work the queue. A song about a single kiss before heading out on the
road plays in a loop. The flames of a fire rise and fall as flimsy branches
and leaves are added to it. The girl sips on her vodka cranberry. The fire
dies out again and is hastily brought back to life. The man sits beside
her and puts his arm around her. The song on repeat sparks a conversa119

tion about another song by the band. The pair break into a private conversation soon drawn loud to the rest of the group. Their debate about a name
sung in the chorus, goes like this. It’s Jeff. No, it’s Mark. I’m sure it’s Jeff. Jeff
rolls off the tongue better. Yeah, but it’s Mark. I’m telling you it’s Jeff. Nope,
Mark. The song is put on and the two carefully listen. The broken queue
falters and the intro plays a few times. It’s going to be Jeff. It’s Mark.
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Soliloquy, You: The World
Hannah! Evans

Act 2, Scene 1 - You: The World
The empty stage. Curtains have been drawn during intermission, hiding all
elements of the set. NARRATOR appears from behind the curtains and casually walks to the center of the stage. NARRATOR wears dark pants and a
white blouse. House lights remain up, but dim slightly. Low spotlight centers
on NARRATOR. NARRATOR takes additional distinctive step FORWARD
as audience settles. Scene begins.
Narrator: You know, I think I’ve got something to offer the world.
[House and stage lights dim abruptly.]
A relatively common phrase. I bet you’ve heard it, or thought it yourself, at
some point. Purpose: it’s all about purpose.
Now, I find there are two main lines to follow, two common schools of
thought.
[NARRATOR takes two purposeful steps LEFT.]
[Emphatically, tumbling over each phrase] For one, the boldness, the presumption, the absolute audacity I have, to think that I have something to
offer—to the world, or anyone else!
What stems of a narcissist flower! What hubris I have! Can you imagine:
the scope of the world and all its inhabitants, and I’m just one of them, a
speck among millions of illustrious lives, and yet I believe I’m somehow
worthy of providing some great service? That’s just about beyond the
bounds of rationality! Take a seat, take a spill, Ozymandias!
[NARRATOR takes exaggerated deep breaths. Pause for laugh. NARRATOR
glides down stage right.]
Contrarily—I THINK I’ve got things to offer? That I don’t know for certain
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seems an oversight, an indication of perhaps profound insecurity. I’m not
sure, I’m hesitant, hypothetical, held back!
I’m in the fastest sports car ever, driving through the perpetually slow
streets of my small hometown. I’m making up extra rules of the road to
apply to myself. I’m the best writer in the world, too concerned about
hypothetical future revisions to submit a single masterpiece. I’m an expert
marksman, and yes, I’m shooting myself in the foot. I’m standing at the
beginning of my marathon, holding myself back, struggling against my
own arm. My fingers press hard into my abdomen. I’m not going anywhere
at this rate.
With one move, one word, I cut down my legs with a machete.
[NARRATOR sits on edge of the stage, legs hanging off. Lights dim and spotlight gradually becomes the only source of light.]
So, what? What about it? So I have something, anything to give the world—
is it any good? Do we want it?
Is there any chance that I’ve got any good?
[Pause]
What’s the point? What’s the purpose? What’s the meaning, what meaning
can we get out of this?
[Seems to take notice of audience reactions] —No, I’m not crazy, stop dismissing me. Think about what I’m saying, take me seriously.
[Reassumes Dramatic affect] Why… are we here?
[Drops affect] Oh come on, put your phone away. [Beckoning gestures]
Think with me! Don’t let your eyes glaze over the important questions! The
best lines!
[NARRATOR peers into audience for a brief moment, but seems to be met
only with boredom and/or disengagement. NARRATOR hops down from
stage to stand in front of audience.]
Ok, that’s it, up. Come on, stand up. You’re a part of this, too. Let’s go. Do
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some jumping jacks or something. Wake up those minds.
[As an aside, amused] Wow, I sound like one of those fresh-outta-gradschool baby teachers who think they can do something with their students,
‘make something of the world’. How funny is that?
[Refocuses] Ok, answer me this. Why are you in this crowd, now?
You just listened to me say nothing for like 600 words. Come on, start
throwing things out! What’s the purpose of any of this?
[Meditative] Why are you here, listening to me? Paying attention?
[A long pause]
When did you decide that I’ve got something to say? When did you decide
that I’ve got something to offer you: the world?
[Blackout]
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